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Abstract: We describe the supersymmetric completion of several curvature-squared in-
variants for N = (1, 0) supergravity in six dimensions. The construction of the invariants
is based on a close interplay between superconformal tensor calculus and recently devel-
oped superspace techniques to study general off-shell supergravity-matter couplings. In
the case of minimal off-shell Poincare´ supergravity based on the dilaton-Weyl multiplet
coupled to a linear multiplet as a conformal compensator, we describe off-shell supersym-
metric completions for all the three possible purely gravitational curvature-squared terms
in six dimensions: Riemann, Ricci, and scalar curvature squared. A linear combination
of these invariants describes the off-shell completion of the Gauss-Bonnet term, recently
presented in arXiv:1706.09330. We study properties of the Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet super-
gravity, which plays a central role in the effective low-energy description of α′-corrected
string theory compactified to six dimensions, including a detailed analysis of the spectrum
about the AdS3 × S3 solution. We also present a novel locally superconformal invariant
based on a higher-derivative action for the linear multiplet. This invariant, which includes
gravitational curvature-squared terms, can be defined both coupled to the standard-Weyl
or dilaton-Weyl multiplet for conformal supergravity. In the first case, we show how the
addition of this invariant to the supersymmetric Einstein-Hilbert term leads to a dynam-
ically generated cosmological constant and non-supersymmetric (A)dS6 solutions. In the
dilaton-Weyl multiplet, the new off-shell invariant includes Ricci and scalar curvature-
squared terms and possesses a nontrivial dependence on the dilaton field.
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1 Introduction
Over the years, six-dimensional (6D) N = (1, 0) supergravity theories [1–7] have been a
fertile ground of studies in various contexts due to their relationship with string theories and
10D supergravities, and the role they have played in various phenomenological scenarios.
It was already realized in the 80s by Salam and Sezgin that a prototypical scenario in
six-dimensional N = (1, 0) gauged supergravity did not have Minkowski6 (nor (A)dS6)
backgrounds as solutions and the equations of motion led to a spontaneous compactification
to lower-dimensional spaces [8]. In the absence of a background three-form flux [9], smooth
symmetric solutions of the Salam–Sezgin model take the form of a half-BPS Minkowski4×S2
background [8, 10], which are phenomenologically relevant and can also be embedded in
a String/M-theory framework [11]. In the context of warped braneworld scenarios, 6D
supergravities have also been investigated in the past to propose possible scenarios to solve
the cosmological constant problem and build models possessing dS4 vacua, see, e.g., [12–14].
Being based on a 6D theory possessing chiral fermions, all the previously mentioned
models are generically anomalous. As part of the effort to embed these theories in a
consistent quantum theory of gravity, anomaly free 6D N = (1, 0) supergravities have
been constructed in the ungauged and gauged cases [15–27]. In the ungauged case vari-
ous anomaly-free models were originally constructed by means of compactification of the
heterotic string and Green-Schwarz anomaly cancellation. Recently, the classification of
6D N = (1, 0) supergravity theories consistent with quantum gravity have also been sys-
tematically approached in the context of F-theory compactifications on elliptically fibered
Calabi-Yau threefolds. We refer the reader to [28–39] and references therein for some of
the literature on the subject.
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The ungauged six-dimensional supergravity based on the dilaton-Weyl multiplet admits
a unique supersymmetric AdS3 × S3 solution. The solution is supported by a self-dual 3-
form flux and possesses vanishing Weyl tensor reminiscent of the AdS5×S5 solution in IIB
supergravity. Moreover, there have been arguments indicating that the supersymmetric
AdS5× S5 is an exact solution in the full string theory based on its vanishing Weyl tensor.
By analogy, it is tempting to conjecture that the supersymmetric AdS3 × S3 solution is
an exact solution in the six-dimensional compactified string theory. We have verified this
up to the inclusion of the Gauss-Bonnet and Riemann squared super-invariants [40].1 We
recall that the AdS3 × S3 geometry is locally BTZ × S3 and it is also the near horizon
geometry of a black string. Thus, the 6D supergravity models can also be a useful arena
for studying the black hole/string entropy correspondence. Although the supersymmetric
AdS3×S3 solution is not affected by the curvature-squared corrections, α′ corrections in the
action do modify the macroscopic entropy via Wald’s entropy formula and thus can be used
to compare with future microscopic computations at the same order. Curvature-squared
terms are particularly important for computing the entropy of small black holes as the
“would-be” leading Bekenstein-Hawking piece vanishes and therefore the curvature-squared
corrections serve as the first non-vanishing contribution. The inclusion of the curvature-
squared invariants also modifies the spectrum of fluctuations around the supersymmetric
AdS3×S3 solution. On top of the short multiplets of SU(1, 1|2), there are also infinite towers
of long SU(1, 1|2) multiplets with mass proportional to the inverse of the α′ parameter.
Expanding on the results presented in [40], in this paper we give a detailed analysis of the
spectrum around the supersymmetric AdS3 × S3 solution. Note also that the spectrum
of fluctuations provides logarithmic corrections to the effective action, which has been
proposed as a new probe to the possible UV completion of a low-energy effective theory of
quantum gravity [41].
It is worth stressing that there is a sharp difference between the spectrum of the short
and long multiplets mentioned above. The spectrum of short multiplets is protected and
can in principle be inferred by using group theoretical considerations along the analysis
of [42]. Contrarily, the AdS energies of the long-multiplet states are not protected by
shortening conditions and depend on the detail of the supergravity theory (in a low-energy
approximation). Once the model is fixed, we can adopt the same method as [43] to compute
the spectrum of long multiplets by solving the linearized equations for the supegravity
fields about the supersymmetric AdS vacuum. In this regard, our results based on the new
off-shell Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet supergravity presented in [40] and, in more detail, in the
present paper are new and overcome the limitations of an algebraic approach.
Higher order curvature terms are of importance in string theory where the leading
supergravity actions are necessarily corrected by an infinite series of quantum corrections
parametrized by the string tension α′ and the string coupling gs. The purely gravitational
higher-curvature terms are also related by supersymmetry to contributions depending on
p-forms. These terms, that have not yet been systematically analyzed in the literature,
1One can also show that it is true with the inclusion of the Ricci scalar squared invariant given in this
paper.
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play an important role in understanding the moduli in compactified string theory and the
low-energy description of string dualities, see, e. g., [44–46].
Since multiplets of extended supersymmetry can be decomposed into (1, 0) multiplets,
in principle, all supergravity models in 6D can be formulated in the (1, 0) framework.
Among all the supergravity models in 6D, the most interesting ones are those coming
from Calabi-Yau compactifications of string theory/F-theory which are anomaly free and
possess the duality properties inherited from the parent theories. For instance, the two
(1, 1) supergravities descending from the Heterotic string on T4 and IIA-string on K3
are expected to be related to each other by the six-dimensional Heterotic/IIA duality
transformation to all order in α′, see the discussion in [46]. So far the 6D duality has
been verified rigorously at the two-derivative level and connects the two (1, 1) supergravity
theories introduced by Romans in [47]. Beyond the leading order, examining the duality
becomes a difficult task as it requires the knowledge of the fully-fledged supersymmetric
higher-derivative corrections involving delicate couplings between gravity and matter fields.
Some recent progress was made to the first order in α′ in [46]. Furthermore, 6D N = (1, 0)
supergravity admits an off-shell formulation which significantly facilitates the construction
of higher-derivative super-invariants. Thus the off-shell (1, 0) supergravity should provide
a useful framework for testing string duality at higher order. We also notice that under the
proposed six-dimensional duality transformation [46], fields belonging to the dilaton-Weyl
multiplet, which is one of the two variant multiplets of 6D (1, 0) conformal supergravity
[48], form a closed structure. Consequently, testing the duality can be further simplified
by focusing on the subsector consisting of only the dilaton-Weyl multiplet, which will be a
main player in our paper.
In compactified string theory the leading corrections in the higher-derivative series
come from curvature-squared terms given by the Gauss-Bonnet (GB) combination which
has the form RabcdRabcd − 4RabRab + R2 = 6R[ababRcd]cd, where Rabcd is the Riemann
tensor, Rab is the Ricci tensor, and R is the Ricci scalar. This is the simplest example of
Lovelock gravity theory and as such it is singled out since it is ghost free, and its equations
of motion are second order in derivatives [49, 50]. In the case of string theory compactified
to D ≤ 6, the construction of higher-derivative supergravity invariants can be simplified
thanks to the fact that off-shell supersymmetric techniques can be efficiently used. In
particular, the construction of the GB supergravity invariant by using off-shell techniques
was achieved in 4D in [51, 52], in 5D in [53–55], while for the 6D case only partial results
were obtained more than thirty years ago [56–59]. Before continuing our discussion it is
worth underlining what was the state of the art in the description of curvature squared
invariants in off-shell 6D N = (1, 0) supergravity and what is new in our paper. Note
that in 6D, up to total derivatives, the general non-supersymmetric curvature squared
Lagrangian has the form αRabcdRabcd + βRabRab + γR2.
A supersymmetric extension of the Riemann curvature squared term was constructed
more than 30 years ago [56–59]. This invariant has been studied in some detail in the
literature. For instance, it has been coupled to the gauged chiral supergravity in six
dimensions extending the Salam-Sezgin model with curvature squared corrections [60] and
the exact spectrum of this model around the half-BPS Minkowski4 × S2 background was
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analyzed in [61]. A feature of this model that is worth underlining is that, compared to the
6D N = (1, 0) Einstein-Hilbert Poincare´ supergravity, the addition of the Riemann squared
invariant modifies the spectrum of the theory. In fact, as we will also review in section
4 of our paper, off-shell N = (1, 0) Poincare´ supergravity (we focus for simplicity on the
ungauged case) can be constructed by coupling the dilaton-Weyl multiplet of conformal
supergravity [48] to a linear multiplet. The independent field content of the first off-shell
multiplet comprises the vielbein and chiral gravitini (em
a, ψmi), the dilatation (bm) and
SU(2)R (Vmkl) gauge connections together with a real scalar field σ, a chiral fermion ψi, and
a gauge two form bmn. The off-shell linear multiplet is described by an SU(2)R triplet of
scalar fields Lij together with a gauge 4-form bmnpq and a chiral fermion ϕ
i
α. The off-shell
Einstein-Hilbert (EH) invariant that can be constructed with the previous field content
[48] is such that {ema , ψmi , bmn , L =
√
LijLij/2 , ϕ
i} are the on-shell physical fields while
{σ, bm, bmnpq, Vmkl, ψi} are either pure gauge degrees of freedom or auxiliary fields. Once
the Riemann tensor squared invariant is added to the supersymmetric EH term some of the
latter fields start to propagate and are not auxiliary any longer [60, 61]. In principle, their
elimination can be performed in a nontrivial expansion in α′, see [60] for the analysis at first
order. Moreover, the gravitational spectrum is also modified due to the higher-derivative
term that in this case generate ghost modes. A similar pattern emerges when one consider
a linear combination of the supersymmetric EH term and a supersymmetric completion of
the scalar curvature squared which was constructed in 2013 in [62].
Recently, in [40] we presented a new independent curvature squared invariant complet-
ing the classification of the supersymmetric extension of the three curvature squared terms
αRabcdRabcd + βRabRab + γR2. By taking a linear combination of the Riemann squared
invariant and the new invariant, in [40] we described for the first time the full bosonic
sector of the off-shell N = (1, 0) Gauss-Bonnet term. Besides being free of ghosts in the
gravitational sector, the supersymmetric Gauss-Bonnet invariant stands apart being the
only off-shell curvature squared invariant that remarkably preserves the same structure of
physical and auxiliary degrees of freedom of the EH term. It is exemplary to note that a
general combination of Riemann squared, Ricci squared and scalar curvature squared, con-
tains a dynamical terms Rabkl(V)Rabkl(V) for the SU(2)R connection Vmkl which exactly
cancels out only for the GB invariant. One of the main aims of this paper is to describe
in detail the construction of the three curvature squared invariant with the techniques of
[48, 63, 64]. Though these invariants were already known in the literature, some of the
detail of their construction were missing. In particular, in [40] we presented the Gauss-
Bonnet invariant but this paper gives a comprehensive description of its construction and
the analysis of the spectrum for the Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet supergravity.
Another main purpose of this paper is to present two other new curvature-squared
invariants. They both arise from a four-derivative action for a compensating linear mul-
tiplet coupled to off-shell N = (1, 0) conformal supergravity. If the linear multiplet is
coupled to the dilaton-Weyl multiplet, as for all the curvature squared invariants discussed
above, one obtains a new invariant that contains a linear combination of Ricci tensor and
scalar curvature squared terms multiplied by a prefactor for the dilaton field L = e−v
which also appears in higher-derivative self-interactions. Alternatively, by coupling the
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new higher-derivative action for the linear multiplet to the standard-Weyl multiplet of off-
shell conformal supergravity2 one can obtain another supersymmetric extension of a linear
combination of Ricci tensor and scalar curvature squared terms. This latest invariant dif-
fers considerably from the previous four since it is constructed by using a variant off-shell
supergravity multiplet. Interestingly, as an application, we will show that the coupling
of this latest invariant to the supersymmetric Einstein-Hilbert term in a standard-Weyl
multiplet leads to a dynamically generated cosmological constant and non-supersymmetric
(A)dS6 solutions.
Before turning to the main technical sections of our paper, it is worth emphasizing
some important features and recent developments of off-shell supergravity that might not
be familiar to all the readers and will play an important role in our paper. A main feature
of off-shell techniques is that the local supersymmetry transformations close without the
use of the equations of motion. This feature makes off-shell formalisms extremely powerful
to describe general supergravity-matter systems without having to worry about the depen-
dence of the supersymmetry transformations upon specific models. In particular, this is a
clear advantage if one is interested in constructing higher-derivatives interactions that on-
shell introduce highly nontrivial modifications to the supersymmetry transformations. As
such, a description of the supergravity effective action of superstrings where supersymmetry
closes off-shell would eliminate the complexity of an infinite series of α′ and gs corrections
that in an on-shell setting not only appear in the action but also in the supersymmetry
transformations that are both corrected order by order. Furthermore, an off-shell descrip-
tion naturally solves the problem that higher-derivative terms in the on-shell string theory
effective action possess ambiguities arising from curvature dependent field redefinitions of
the metric, such as g′mn = gmn + agmnR + bRmn + . . . with Rmn the Ricci tensor and R
the scalar curvature. This conceptual issue, which plagues the organization of the effective
action, simply disappears if supersymmetry is implemented off-shell since no such redefi-
nition leaves the supersymmetry algebra invariant. It is important to stress that such an
off-shell organization of the low-energy string effective action remains in general an open
problem. One of its very nontrivial issues is to understand how the off-shell supergravity
“auxiliary” fields get integrated out3 and if and how they alter the low-energy spectrum.
Though still a longstanding open problem, in this paper we will show how it is possible
to deal with these issues in the restrictive truncation to six dimensional N = (1, 0) and at
first order in α′.
Formalisms to describe off-shell supergravity-matter systems make use of component
field techniques within the superconformal tensor calculus or superspace approaches. The
literature on these subjects is vast and we only refer to standard reviews for the 4D case,
2As we will review in detail later, the standard-Weyl multiplet of N = (1, 0) conformal supergravity
includes (em
a, ψmi, bm, Vmkl) independent gauge fields, as for the dilaton-Weyl multiplet, but comprises
an anti-self-dual tensor T−abc, a real scalar field D, and a chiral fermion χ
i as covariant matter fields [48].
3We refer the reader to [65] for some references on the subject and a very interesting example of how
non-trivial and counterintuitive the integration of auxiliary fields can be. In [65] it was shown how the
infinite series of higher derivative interactions of DBI theories coupled to supergravity can remarkably arise
by integrating out the auxiliary fields of 4D N = 2 conformal supergravity in an off-shell R4 action.
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respectively [66] and [67–69]. In the case of 6D N = (1, 0) supergravity, the superconformal
tensor calculus was first applied in [48] and further developed in [60, 70] where the complete
off-shell action for minimal Poincare´ supergravity was presented [70] as well as that of
the gauged minimal 6D supergravity [60]. For standard superspace techniques applied to
supergravity in six dimensions see [59, 71–76] and [77]. Note that these references employ
a “Wess-Zumino” superspace approach analogue to the one used to study 4D N = 1 (see,
e.g., [67–69]) and N = 2 supergravity (see, e.g., [78–81]) where the structure group of
the superspace geometry is chosen to be the Lorentz group times (a subgroup of) the
R-symmetry group.
It turns out that the superconformal tensor calculus and the standard superspace
approach to off-shell supergravity are naturally related through the so-called conformal
superspace. In this formalism the entire superconformal algebra is manifestly gauged in
superspace combining the main advantages of both approaches and providing a streamlined
approach for component reduction of superspace results. As such, this approach is a
bridge between the superconformal tensor calculus, where the superconformal group is
gauged manifestly in standard space-time, and standard superspace approaches, where
typically part of the superconformal transformations are non-linearly realized as super-Weyl
transformations [67, 69, 82]. Conformal superspace was first introduced for 4D N = 1, 2
supergravity in [83, 84] (see also the seminal work by Kugo and Uehara [85]) and it was
developed and extended to 3D N -extended supergravity [86], 5D N = 1 supergravity [55],
and recently to 6D N = (1, 0) supergravity [63], see also [64]. In the last few years, this
approach has proven to be efficient to construct higher-derivative supergravity invariants.
These include the construction of: the three-dimensional 3 ≤ N ≤ 6 conformal supergravity
actions [87, 88]; the 4D N = 2 Gauss-Bonnet invariant [52]; curvature squared invariants
in 5D N = 1 supergravity [55]; the 6D N = (1, 0) conformal supergravity actions related
to the Type-B conformal anomalies [63, 64]; and recently the 6D N = (1, 0) Gauss-Bonnet
invariant [40]. This paper will then show how this formalism can be efficiently employed
to construct curvature-squared invariants for six-dimensional (1, 0) supergravity.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we describe the 6D N = (1, 0) locally
superconformal multiplets that will be used in our paper. In particular, we will describe the
standard-Weyl multiplet, the non-abelian vector multiplet, the linear multiplet, the gauge
3-form multiplet, the tensor multiplet and the dilaton-Weyl multiplet. We will describe
the structure of each of the multiplets both in superspace and in components. In section 3,
by using the superform approach to the construction of supersymmetric invariants [89–92],
we describe how to construct various locally superconformal invariants that will play the
role of action principles. In section 4 we review the construction of the minimal off-shell
N = (1, 0) two-derivative Poincare´ supergravity theory of [48] within our approach. The off-
shell extension of the Einstein-Hilbert term arises by using a linear multiplet compensator
coupled to a dilaton-Weyl conformal supergravity multiplet. Section 5 contains some of
the main results of our paper: the locally N = (1, 0) supersymmetric extension of all
the curvature squared terms for the minimal Poincare´ supergravity of section 4 which is
based on a dilaton-Weyl multiplet of conformal supergravity. In particular, two of these
invariants, the Riemann squared and an invariant that was first constructed in [40], are
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locally superconformal and do not need the coupling to a matter compensator in contrast
to a supersymmetric extension of the scalar curvature squared term. We also present in
detail the off-shell Gauss-Bonnet invariant which is relevant to describing α′ corrections
in string theory compactified to six dimensions. Section 6 is devoted to defining the 6D
N = (1, 0) Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet supergravity theory which arises by adding the off-shell
Gauss-Bonnet to the Einstein-Hilbert invariant. By integrating out the auxiliary fields,
whose on-shell values can be set to zero as in the two-derivative Poincare´ theory of section
4, we derive the on-shell Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet supergravity which was first obtained in
[46] by using string theory arguments. In section 7 we present new curvature squared
invariants based on an higher-derivative action for the linear multiplet compensator which,
depending on the choice of the dilaton-Weyl or the standard-Weyl as conformal supergravity
multiplets, proves to describe two new curvature-squared terms compared to the ones of
section 5. In section 8 we turn to an application of the results of section 6 and describe in
detail the computation of the spectrum of the Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet supergravity theory
around the supersymmetric AdS3 × S3 vacuum. In section 9 we conclude by discussing
our results and possible future lines of research based on our findings. The paper includes
four appendices. Appendix A summarises useful results of [63, 64] regarding 6D N = (1, 0)
conformal superspace that are necessary for our paper. In appendix B we collect relevant
descendant components for the composite gauge 3-form multiplet based on the primary
(5.17), which are necessary to derive the complete result for the invariant (5.19). Appendix
C includes the full bosonic part of the new locally superconformal invariant constructed in
section 7. In appendix D we describe how to map our notation and conventions, based on
[63, 64], to the ones of [48] and [70].
2 N = (1, 0) superconformal multiplets
In this section, we describe several superconformal multiplets that will serve as building
blocks for the various curvature squared invariants presented in this paper. We will first
discuss the standard-Weyl multiplet of conformal supergravity before moving on to the
description of various matter multiplets, including the non-abelian vector, linear, and gauge
3-form multiplets, and concluding with the description of the tensor and dilaton-Weyl
multiplets. For each of the multiplets, we first elaborate on a superspace description and
then provide their structure in terms of component fields. The readers only interested in
the component results can direct their attention to the second half of each subsection. For
6D N = (1, 0) superspace we make use of the formulation and results of [63, 64].
Before turning to the technical presentation of this section it is worth commenting
about the fact that the non-abelian vector multiplet is described by a closed super 2-form,
the tensor multiplet is described by a closed super 3-form, the gauge 3-form multiplet is
described by a closed super 4-form, and the linear multiplet is described by a closed super
5-form. As was shown in [93], these multiplets are in fact part of a tensor hierarchy of
superforms that also contains as top-form the closed super 6-form used in [63, 64]. Note
that, despite the natural organization of these multiplet in a tensor hierarchy, we will
organize this section by following a more traditional order, as for instance similar to the
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one used in [48], and present these multiplets by increasing complexity of their structure
and the physical role they will play in the applications studied in our paper. For instance,
we leave the description of the tensor multiplet to the end of this section. Compared to
the other matter multiplets, the tensor multiplet stands apart since in the flat limit it
is on-shell and in the curved case it is directly linked to the description of the off-shell
dilaton-Weyl multiplet of conformal supergravity.
2.1 The standard-Weyl multiplet
The standard-Weyl (or type I) multiplet of N = (1, 0) conformal supergravity is associated
with the local off-shell gauging of the superconformal group OSp(8∗|1) [48]. The multiplet
contains 40 + 40 physical components described by a set of independent gauge fields: the
vielbein em
a and a dilatation connection bm; the gravitino ψm
α
i , associated with the gauging
of Q-supersymmetry; and SU(2)R gauge fields Vmij . The other gauge fields associated with
the remaining generators of OSp(8∗|1) are composite fields. In addition to the independent
gauge connections, the standard-Weyl multiplet comprises a set of covariant matter fields:
an anti-self-dual tensor T−abc; a real scalar field D; and a chiral fermion χ
i. We start by
reviewing how to embed this in conformal superspace [63] and then, following [64], we will
show how to derive the component structure of the multiplet.
2.1.1 The standard-Weyl multiplet in superspace
We begin with a curved six-dimensional N = (1, 0) superspaceM6|8 parametrized by local
bosonic (xm) and fermionic (θi) coordinates:
zM = (xm, θµi ) , (2.1)
where m = 0, 1, · · · , 5, µ = 1, · · · , 4 and i = 1, 2. By gauging the full 6D N = (1, 0)
superconformal algebra we introduce covariant derivatives ∇A = (∇a,∇iα) that have the
form
∇A = EA − 1
2
ΩA
abMab − ΦAklJkl −BAD− FABKB . (2.2)
Here EA = EA
M∂M is the inverse super-vielbein, Mab are the Lorentz generators, J
ij are
generators of the SU(2)R R-symmetry group, D is the dilatation generator and KA =
(Ka, Sαi ) are the special superconformal generators. The supervielbein one form is E
A =
dzMEM
A with EM
AEA
N = δNM , EA
MEM
B = δBA . The Lorentz ΩA
ab = −ΩAba, SU(2)R
ΦA
kl = ΦA
lk, dilatation BA and special conformal FAB connections are associated with
their respective structure group generators (Mab, J
ij ,D,Ka, Sαi ). The super one-form con-
nections are Ωab := dzMΩM
ab = EAΩA
ab, Φkl = dzMΦM
kl = EAΦA
kl, B := dzMBM =
EABA, and FB := dz
MFMB = E
AFAB.
To describe the standard 6D (1, 0) Weyl multiplet in conformal superspace, one con-
strains the algebra of covariant derivatives
[∇A,∇B} = −TABC∇C − 1
2
R(M)AB
cdMcd −R(J)ABklJkl
−R(D)ABD−R(S)ABkγSγk −R(K)ABcKc , (2.3)
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to be completely determined in terms of the super-Weyl tensor superfield Wαβ [63, 77, 94]
satisfying
Wαβ = W βα , KAWαβ = 0 , DWαβ = Wαβ , (2.4)
and the Bianchi identities
∇(iα∇j)βW γδ = −δ(γ[α∇
(i
β]∇j)ρ W δ)ρ , (2.5a)
∇kα∇γkW βγ −
1
4
δβα∇kγ∇δkW γδ = 8i∇αγW γβ . (2.5b)
Due to the relation Wαβ = 1/6(γ˜abc)αβWabc, the super-Weyl tensor is equivalent to an
anti-self-dual rank-3 tensor superfield Wabc. In (2.3) TAB
C is the torsion, and R(M)AB
cd,
R(J)AB
kl, R(D)AB, R(S)ABKγ and R(K)ABc are the curvatures corresponding to the
Lorentz, SU(2)R, dilatation, S-supersymmetry and special conformal boosts, respectively.
Their expressions in terms of Wαβ and its descendant superfields of dimension 3/2
Xαi := − i
10
∇iβWαβ , Xkγ αβ := −
i
4
∇kγWαβ − δ(αγ Xβ)k , (2.6)
and of dimension 2
Yα
βij := −5
2
(
∇(iαXβj) −
1
4
δβα∇(iγXγj)
)
= −5
2
∇(iαXβj) , (2.7a)
Y :=
1
4
∇kγXγk , (2.7b)
Yαβ
γδ := ∇k(αXβ)kγδ −
1
6
δ
(γ
β ∇kρXαkδ)ρ −
1
6
δ(γα ∇kρXβkδ)ρ , (2.7c)
are collected in appendix A. There we also collect the (anti-)commutators among the struc-
ture group generators and with the covariant derivatives. Note that, compared to [63], in
this paper we will make use of conformal superspace with a redefined vector covariant
derivative which corresponds to choosing the “traceless” frame conventional constraints
employed for the first time in [64].4 The superspace and component structures correspond-
ing to this choice are summarized below and in appendix A.
The superfields Xαi, Xkγ
αβ, Yα
βij , Y and Yαβ
γδ satisfy the nontrivial Bianchi identities
(A.7) [63] that are consequences of (2.5). These imply that the previous five superfields
are the only independent descendants obtained by acting with spinor derivatives on Wαβ.
At higher mass dimension all the descendants are vector derivatives of the previous five,
see (A.5). See also (A.6) for the action of the S-generators on Xαi, Xkγ
αβ, Yα
βij , Y and
Yαβ
γδ that prove to be all annihilated by Ka.
In conformal superspace, the gauge group of conformal supergravity, G, is generated
by covariant general coordinate transformations, δcgct, associated with a local superdiffeo-
morphism parameter ξA and standard superconformal transformations, δH, associated with
the following local superfield parameters: the dilatation σ, Lorentz Λab = −Λba, SU(2)R
4In [64] we denoted the covariant derivatives of [63] as ∇A = (∇a,∇iα) while derivatives in different
frames were denoted by ∇ˆA = (∇ˆa,∇iα). Since in this paper we will always use the traceless frame of [64]
we will remove everywhere the hats but the reader should not confuse ∇A = (∇a,∇iα) with the ones of [63].
Equation (A.8) explains the relation between the two vector derivatives.
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Λij = Λji, and special conformal (bosonic and fermionic) transformations ΛA = (Λa,Λ
i
α).
The covariant derivatives transform as
δG∇A = [K,∇A] , (2.8)
where K denotes the first-order differential operator
K = ξC∇C + 1
2
ΛabMab + Λ
ijJij + σD+ ΛAKA . (2.9)
A covariant (or tensor) superfield U transforms as
δGU = (δcgct + δH)U = KU . (2.10)
The superfield U is said to be primary and of dimension ∆ if KAU = 0 and DU = ∆U .
The super-Weyl tensor Wαβ is a primary dimension 1 covariant superfield.
2.1.2 The standard-Weyl multiplet in components
Following the analysis of [64], let us now describe how to obtain the component description
of the Weyl multiplet from the previous superspace geometry.
The vielbein (em
a) and gravitini (ψm
α
i ) appear as the θ = 0 projections of the coeffi-
cients of dxm in the supervielbein EA one-form,
ea = dxmem
a = Ea|| , ψαi = dxmψmαi = 2Eαi || , (2.11)
where the double bar denotes setting θ = dθ = 0 [64, 95, 96]. The remaining fundamental
and composite one-forms correspond to double-bar projections of superspace one-forms,
Vkl := Φkl|| , b := B|| , ωcd := Ωcd|| , φkγ := 2Fkγ || , fc := Fc|| . (2.12)
The covariant matter fields are contained within the super-Weyl tensor Wabc and its
independent descendants as follows:
T−abc := −2Wabc| , (2.13a)
χαi :=
15
2
Xαi| = −3i
4
∇iβWαβ| , (2.13b)
D :=
15
2
Y | = − 3i
16
∇kα∇βkWαβ| , (2.13c)
where a single line next to a superfield denotes setting θ = 0. The lowest components of
the other nontrivial descendants of Wαβ, specifically Xiα
βγ |, Yαβkl| and Yαβγδ|, prove to be
directly related to component curvatures and then they are composite fields.
By taking the double bar projection of ∇ = EA∇A, the component vector covariant
derivative ∇a is defined to coincide with the projection of the superspace derivative ∇a|5
em
a∇a = ∂m − 1
2
ψm
α
i ∇iα| −
1
2
ωm
cdMcd − bmD− VmklJkl − 1
2
φm
i
αS
α
i − fmaKa . (2.14)
5Depending on the context it should be clear to the reader whether ∇a denotes the superspace or the
component vector derivatives.
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In this framework, the projected spinor covariant derivative ∇iα| corresponds to the gener-
ator of Q-supersymmetry, and is defined so that if U = U |, then QiαU := ∇iα|U := (∇iαU)|.
For the other generators, as e.g. McdU = (McdU)|, there is no ambiguity in identifying the
bar projection and then the local diffeomorphisms, Q-supersymmetry transformations, and
so on descend naturally from their corresponding rule in superspace.
The component supercovariant curvature tensors, arising from the commutator of two
∇a derivatives, are defined as R(P )abc = Tabc| and R(Q)abγk = Tabγk |, and with R(M)abcd,
R(J)ab
kl, R(D)ab, R(S)abkγ and R(K)abc coinciding with the lowest components of the
corresponding superspace curvatures that are given in appendix A. Note that (A.4a), (A.4c)
and (A.4b) imply that Xiα
βγ |, Yαβγδ| and Yαβkl| are identified with the R(Q)abγk , R(M)abcd
and R(J)ab
kl component curvatures, respectively.
The constraints on the superspace curvatures determine how to supercovariantize a
given component curvature by simply taking the double bar projection of the superspace
torsion and each of the superspace curvature two forms. Upon doing so one finds [64]
R(P )ab
c = 0 , (2.15a)
R(Q)abk =
1
2
Ψabk + iγ˜[aφb]k +
1
24
T−cdeγ˜
cdeγ[aψb]k , (2.15b)
R(D)ab = 2eamebn∂[mbn] + 4f[ab] + ψ[aiφb]i +
i
15
ψ[a
jγb]χj , (2.15c)
R(M)ab
cd = Rabcd(ω) + 8δ[c[afb]d] + iψ[ajγb]R(Q)cdj + 2iψ[ajγ[cR(Q)b]d]j
−ψ[ajγcdφb]j −
2i
15
δ
[c
[aψb]jγ
d]χj +
i
2
ψ[a
jγeψb]j T
−
e
cd , (2.15d)
R(J)ab
kl = Rabkl(V) + 4ψ[a(kφb]l) +
4i
15
ψ[a
(kγb]χ
l) , (2.15e)
where we have introduced the derivatives
Dm = ∂m − 1
2
ωm
bcMbc − bmD− VmijJij , Da = eamDm , (2.16)
together with the curvature and field strengths
Ψab
γ
k := 2ea
meb
nD[mψn]γk , (2.17a)
Rabcd := Rabcd(ω) = eamebn
(
2∂[mωn]
cd − 2ω[mceωn]ed
)
, (2.17b)
Rabkl := Rabkl(V) = eamebn
(
2∂[mVn]kl + 2V[mp(kVn]pl)
)
. (2.17c)
On the other hand, due to the superspace curvature constraints Tab
c = 0, (A.4a) and
(A.4b), the “traceless” conventional constraints for the component curvatures follow [64]
R(P )ab
c = 0 , (2.18a)
γbR(Q)abk = 0 , (2.18b)
R(M)ac
bc = 0 . (2.18c)
The conditions (2.18) allow one to solve for the composite connections as follows:
ωabc = ω(e)abc − 2ηa[bbc] −
i
4
ψb
kγaψck − i
2
ψa
kγ[bψc]k , (2.19a)
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φm
k =
i
16
(
γbcγm − 3
5
γmγ˜
bc
)(
Ψbc
k +
1
12
T−def γ˜
defγ[bψc]
k
)
, (2.19b)
fa
b = −1
8
Rab(ω) + 1
80
δbaR(ω) +
1
8
ψ[ajγ
bcφc]
j − 1
80
δbaψcjγ
cdφd
j
+
i
16
ψcjγaR(Q)
bcj +
i
8
ψcjγ
[bR(Q)a
c]j +
i
60
ψajγ
bχj
+
i
16
ψa
jγcψdj T
−bcd − i
160
δbaψc
jγdψej T
−cde , (2.19c)
where ω(e)abc = −12(Cabc + Ccab − Cbca) is the usual torsion-free spin connection given in
terms of the anholonomy coefficient Cmna := 2 ∂[men]a.
The supersymmetry transformations of the independent fields in the standard-Weyl
multiplet may also be read off from the superspace results
δem
a = −iξkγaψmk , (2.20a)
δψmi = 2Dmξi + 1
12
T−abcγ˜abcγmξi + 2iγ˜mηi , (2.20b)
δVmkl = −4ξ(kφml) − 4i
15
ξ(kγmχ
l) + 4ψm
(kηl) , (2.20c)
δbm = ξiφm
i +
i
15
ξiγmχ
i + ψm
iηi − 2emaλa , (2.20d)
δT−abc = −
i
8
ξkγdeγabcR(Q)dek − 2i
15
ξkγabcχ
k , (2.20e)
δχi =
1
2
Dξi − 3
4
R(J)ab
ij γ˜abξj +
1
4
∇aT−bcdγ˜bcdγaξi − iT−abcγ˜abcηi , (2.20f)
δD = −2i ξj /∇χj − 4χkηk . (2.20g)
Here
∇dT−abc = DdT−abc +
i
15
(γabc)αβψd
α
kχ
βk +
i
2
(γabc)αβψd
γ
kX
k
γ
αβ , (2.21a)
/∇χj = /Dχj + i
15
T−bcdγ˜
bcdγaφa
j , (2.21b)
and we have restricted to the Q, S and K transformations, δ = δQ + δS + δK , whose
local component parameter are given by ξi, η
i and λa respectively defined as the θ = 0
components of the corresponding superfield parameters, ξαi |, ηiα := Λiα| and λa := Λa|.
2.2 The non-abelian vector multiplet
By following the discussion and conventions of [63, 64], let us turn to the description of a
non-abelian vector multiplet.
2.2.1 The non-abelian vector multiplet in superspace
To describe the non-abelian vector multiplet in superspace, we introduce the gauge-covariant
derivatives
∇ = EA∇A , ∇A := ∇A − iVA , (2.22)
where the gauge connection one-form V1 = EAVA takes its values in the Lie algebra of the
(unitary) Yang-Mills gauge group, GYM, with its (Hermitian) generators commuting with
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all the generators of the superconformal algebra. The gauge-covariant derivatives satisfy
the algebra
[∇A,∇B} = −TABC∇C − 1
2
R(M)AB
cdMcd −R(J)ABklJkl −R(D)ABD
−R(S)ABγkSkγ −R(K)ABcKc − iFAB , (2.23)
where the torsion and curvatures are those of conformal superspace while FAB corresponds
to the gauge covariant field strength two-form F2 = ∇V1 = 12EB ∧ EAFAB. The field
strength F2 satisfies the Bianchi identity
∇F2 = 0 ⇐⇒ ∇[AFBC) + T[ABDF |D|C) = 0 . (2.24)
The Yang-Mills gauge transformation acts on the gauge-covariant derivatives ∇A and a
matter superfield U (transforming in some representation of the gauge group) as
∇A → eiτ∇Ae−iτ , U → U ′ = eiτU , τ † = τ , (2.25)
where the Hermitian gauge parameter τ (z) takes its values in the Lie algebra of GYM. This
implies that the gauge one-form and the field strength transform as follows:
V1 → eiτV1e−iτ + i eiτ d e−iτ , F2 → eiτF2e−iτ . (2.26)
Some components of the field strength have to be constrained in order to describe an
irreducible multiplet. In conformal superspace the right constraints are [63, 77, 97]
F iαjβ = 0 , Fajβ = (γa)αβΛβi , (2.27a)
where Λαi is a conformal primary of dimension 3/2, SγkΛ
αi = 0 and DΛαi = 32Λ
αi. The
Bianchi identity (2.24) together with the constraints (2.27a) fix the remaining component
of the two-form field strength to be
Fab = − i
8
(γab)β
α∇kαΛβk (2.27b)
and fix Λαi to obey the differential constraints [63, 77, 97]:
∇kγΛγk = 0 , ∇(iαΛβj) =
1
4
δβα∇(iγ Λγj) . (2.28)
It is useful to list some identities for spinor covariant derivatives acting on the primary
Λαi and the descendant superfields Fαβ = −14(γab)αβFab and
Xij :=
i
4
∇(iγ Λγj) . (2.29)
These are
∇iαΛβj = −iδβαΛij − 2iεijFαβ , (2.30a)
∇iαFβγ = −∇αβΛγi − δγα∇βδΛδi +
1
2
δγβ∇αδΛδi − εαβρτW γρΛτi , (2.30b)
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∇iαXjk = 2εi(j∇αβΛβk) . (2.30c)
It is also useful to note that the S-supersymmetry generator acts on the descendants of
the superfield Λαi as follows:
SγkFαβ = −4iδγαΛβk + iδβαΛγk , SγkXij = −4iδ(ik Λγj) . (2.31)
Note that the two-form field strength is invariant under special superconformal transfor-
mations and is hence a primary superform, KCF2 = 0.
2.2.2 The non-abelian vector multiplet in components
The component structure of the vector multiplet can be readily extracted from the su-
perfield description above, see [64] for more details. The gaugino of the vector multiplet
is given by the projection Λαi|. The component one-form vm and its field strength fmn
are given by Vm| and Fmn|, respectively. The supercovariant field strength F ab is simply
given by Fab| and is related to fmn = 2∂[mvn] as
F ab = ea
meb
nfmn + ψ[akγb]Λ
k . (2.32)
The last physical field of the vector multiplet is simply the bar-projection of Xij .
In what follows, to avoid awkward notation, when the correct interpretation is clear
from the context, we will associate the same symbol for the covariant component fields and
the associated superfields. The superfields Λαi, Xij , together with Fαβ, are all annihilated
by Ka hence all their bar-projections are K-primary fields. Using this fact together with
(2.30) and (2.31) the δ = δQ + δS + δK transformations of the component fields follow:
δΛj = −i ξiXij + i
2
γ˜abξjFab , (2.33a)
δXij = −2 ξ(i /∇Λj) − 4i η(iΛj) , (2.33b)
δFab = 2 ξiγ[a∇b]Λi + T−abc ξiγcΛi + 2i ηiγ˜abΛi , (2.33c)
where
∇aΛi = DaΛi + i2Xijψaj − i4 γ˜bcψaiF bc , (2.34a)
Da := eam
(
∂m − 12ωmcdMcd − bmD− VmklJkl − ivm
)
. (2.34b)
The transformation rule of the component connection vm can be computed by first noticing
that KAF2 = 0 and then by taking the double bar projection of the supergravity gauge
transformation of V1, δGV1 = EAξBFBA, which leads to
δvm = em
aξγkFkγa| = −ξkγmΛk . (2.35)
2.3 The linear multiplet
Let us turn to describing the 6D off-shell linear multiplet coupled to conformal supergravity.
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2.3.1 The linear multiplet in superspace
The linear multiplet, or O(2) multiplet, can be described using a 4-form gauge potential
B4 =
1
4!E
D ∧ EC ∧ EB ∧ EABABCD possessing the gauge transformation
δρ3B4 = dρ3 , (2.36)
where the gauge parameter ρ3 is an arbitrary super 3-form. The corresponding 5-form field
strength is
E5 = dB4 =
1
5!
EE ∧ ED ∧ EC ∧ EB ∧ EAEABCDE , (2.37)
where
EABCDE = 5∇[ABBCDE) + 10T[ABFB|F |CDE) . (2.38)
The field strength satisfies the Bianchi identity
dE5 = 0 ⇐⇒ ∇[AEBCDEF ) +
5
2
T[AB
GE|G|CDEF ) = 0 . (2.39)
In order to describe the linear multiplet we need to impose covariant constraints on
the field strength E5
Eabc
i
α
j
β = 4i(γabc)αβL
ij , Lij = Lji , SγkL
ij = 0 , DLij = 4Lij , (2.40a)
and require all lower mass-dimension components of EABCDE to vanish. The remaining
components of E5 are constrained by the Bianchi identities (2.37) to be defined in terms
of the superfield Lij , and its descendants as
Eabcd
i
α =
1
3
εabcdef (γ
ef )α
β∇βjLij , (2.40b)
Eabcde =
i
12
εabcdef (γ˜
f )αβ∇kα∇lβLkl ≡ εabcdefEf , (2.40c)
where Lij is constrained to satisfy the defining constraint for the linear multiplet6
∇(iαLjk) = 0 . (2.41)
The highest dimension component of the superform satisfies the Bianchi identity ∇aEa = 0
with Ea = 15!ε
abcdefEbcdef .
7
In order to elaborate on the component structure of the superfield Lij , the following
identities prove useful:
∇iαLjk = −2εi(jϕk)α , (2.42a)
∇iαϕjβ = −
i
2
εijEαβ − i∇αβLij , (2.42b)
∇kγEαβ = −8∇γ[αϕkβ] − 2∇αβϕkγ + 2εαβγδW δρϕkρ , (2.42c)
6The linear multiplet in six dimensions was introduced in [98, 99] for the Minkowski case extending
the 4D results of [97, 100–102]. See [48, 77, 103, 104] for other references about the coupling of the linear
multiplet to 6D supergravity.
7The reader should not confuse Ea with the vector supervielbein.
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where we have defined the descendant superfields
ϕiα := −
1
3
∇αjLij , Ea = − i
4
(γ˜a)
αβ∇kαϕβk , Eαβ = (γa)αβEa . (2.43)
These prove to be annihilated by Ka and to satisfy
Sβj ϕ
i
α = 8δ
β
αL
i
j , S
γ
kEαβ = −40iδγ[αϕβ]k . (2.44)
These turn out to be equivalent to the condition that E5 is a primary superform K
CE5 = 0.
2.3.2 The linear multiplet in components
The covariant component fields of the linear multiplet can be identified by the component
projections of Lij and ϕiα. The component gauge 4-form and its 5-form field strength can be
identified by the component projections bmnpq := Bmnpq| and hmnpqr = 5∂[mbnpqr], respec-
tively. In the paper we will also use the Hodge dual of the 4-form b˜mn = 14!ε
mnpqrsbpqrs.
8
The supercovariant field strength is just the component projection of Eabcde, or equivalently
Ea, the top component of the superform E5. At the component level it holds
Ea = ha − ψbiγabϕi − i
2
ψbiγ
abcψcjL
ij , ha =
1
5!
εamnpqrhmnpqr . (2.45)
In the previous equation and in what follows we drop the component projection of the
descendant fields when it is clear from context what we mean. The supersymmetry trans-
formations of the covariant fields can be read off from (2.42) and (2.44) which give
δLij = 2ξ(iϕj) , (2.46a)
δϕi =
i
2
ξiγaEa − iξj /∇aLji − 8ηjLij , (2.46b)
δEa = 2ξiγab∇bϕi + 1
12
ξiγaγ˜
bcdT−bcdϕi − 10iηiγ˜aϕi , (2.46c)
where
∇aLij = DaLij − ψa(iϕj) , (2.47a)
∇aϕi = Daϕi − i
4
ψa
iγbE
b − i
2
ψaj /∇Lij + 4φajLij . (2.47b)
The transformation of the component gauge field bmnpq can be obtained by projecting to
components the supergravity gauge transformation ofB4, δGB4 = 14!E
A4∧· · ·∧EA1ξBEBA1···A4 .
This leads to
δbmnpq = e[q
dep
cen
b
(
em]
aξβj E
j
βabcd|+ 2ψm]αi ξβj Ejβiαabc|
)
= −εmnpqef ξjγefϕj + 8iψ[miγnpq]ξjLij . (2.48)
The transformations of the components of the linear multiplet reproduce, up to the change
of notation described in appendix D, the results of [48].
8It is worth reminding that in our notation, see appendix A of [63], the Levi-Civita tensors with curved
indices include e or e−1 factors since we use the following definitions εmnpqrs := εabcdefeamebnecpedqeeref s,
and εmnpqrs := em
aen
bep
ceq
der
ees
fεabcdef , with εabcdef such that ε012345 = −ε012345 = 1.
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2.4 The gauge 3-form multiplet
In this section we introduce another off-shell multiplet that will play a central role in the
construction of an invariant action principle in our paper. This was described in [93] and
also in [63, 64]. It contains a closed 4-form field strength amongst its component fields,
which can be solved in terms of a gauge 3-form. We will refer to it as the gauge 3-form
multiplet.
2.4.1 The gauge 3-form multiplet in superspace
The gauge 3-form multiplet can naturally be described in superspace using a super 3-form
B3 =
1
3!E
C ∧ EB ∧ EABABC possessing the gauge transformation
δρ2B3 = dρ2 , (2.49)
where ρ2 is a two-form gauge parameter. The corresponding field strength is
H4 = dB3 =
1
4!
ED ∧ EC ∧ EB ∧ EAHABCD , (2.50a)
HABCD = 4∇[ABBCD) + 6T[ABFB|F |C) . (2.50b)
The 4-form field strength satisfies the Bianchi identity
dH4 = 0 =⇒ ∇[AHBCDE) + 2T[ABFH|F |CDE) = 0 . (2.51a)
In order to describe an irreducible 3-form multiplet it is necessary to impose the fol-
lowing covariant constraints [93] on the field strength H4:
Hab
k
γ
l
δ = i(γabc)γδB
ckl , SγkBa
ij = 0 , DBaij = 3Baij , (2.51b)
with all lower dimension components of the superform vanishing. The Bianchi identity
(2.51a) fixes the remaining components as
Habc
l
δ = −
1
12
εabcdef (γ
de)δ
ρ∇ρpBf lp , (2.51c)
Habcd =
i
48
εabcdef (γ˜
e)αβ∇αk∇βlBf kl , (2.51d)
and requires Ba
ij to satisfy the constraints9
∇(iαBβγjk) = −
2
3
δ[βα ∇(iδ Bγ]δjk) , (2.52a)
[∇(iα ,∇βk]Bαβj)k = −8i∇αβBαβij . (2.52b)
The superfield Ba
ij has a large number of descendants, only some of which will appear
in the field strength H4 or in the action principle we will construct based upon it. The
relevant ones are
Λαijk :=
i
3
∇(iβBβαjk) , (2.53a)
9It was shown in [63, 64] that a reducible multiplet described by a primary superfield Ba
ij satisfying
only (2.52a) but not (2.52b) can be used to construct a non-primary super 6-form. This plays an important
role in, e.g., providing a density formula for the full superspace integral and to describe one of the two
N = (1, 0) conformal supergravity actions.
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Λαa
i :=
2i
3
∇αjBaij , (2.53b)
Cab :=
1
8
(γ˜a)
αβ∇αkΛβbk , (2.53c)
where the reader is cautioned that Cab is a generic rank-two tensor containing both a
symmetric and antisymmetric part. These descendants satisfy the following useful relations,
which are consequences of the constraints (2.52)
∇iαBajk = −
i
2
(γa)αβΛ
βijk − i εi(jΛαak) , (2.54a)
∇iαΛβbj = −
1
2
(γb)αγCβ
γij +
1
6
(γb)βγCα
γij + εij (γa)αβCab
−2(γa)αβ∇aBbij + 4 (γc)αβWcbaBaij , (2.54b)
∇iαCab = −
i
8
ηabραβ
βi − i
8
(γab)β
γραγ
βi +
i
8
(γb)αβ(γ˜a)
γδργδ
βi + i(γac)α
β∇cΛβbi
+
(
2i ηab(γc)αβ − 2i ηac(γb)αβ − i(γabc)αβ
)
Xβj B
cij − 4i (γa)αδBcij(γbc)γβXβjγδ
− i
2
Wacd(γ
cd)α
β Λβb
i + 2iWb
cd (γad)α
β Λβc
i , (2.54c)
and
SγkΛαa
i = −44i
3
δγαBak
i − 4i
3
(γab)α
γBbk
i , (2.55a)
SγkCab = −
9
2
(γ˜a)
γδΛδbk − 1
2
(γ˜b)
γδΛδak +
1
2
ηab(γ˜c)
γδΛδ
c
k +
1
2
(γ˜abc)
γδΛδ
c
k , (2.55b)
while each is annihilated by Ka. These conditions are equivalent to the condition that
H4 is primary, K
CH4 = 0. Note in the supersymmetry transformations (2.54), additional
component fields appear. These are defined by the descendants
Cα
βij :=
3
4
∇αkΛβijk , ραβγi := −2i
3
∇[αjCβ]γij , (2.56)
but we do not give their transformations here as they are unnecessary for what follows. A
more complete discussion of this multiplet can be found in [63, 64].
2.4.2 The gauge 3-form multiplet in components
The component structure of the 3-form multiplet follows from the superspace constraints
(2.52). Besides the lowest components of the descendant superfields Λαa
i and Cab, there
are other component fields of Ba
ij that we do not summarise here, see [64] for more details.
In later sections, we will only make use of the component projections of Ba
ij , Λαa
i, and
Cab whose δ = δQ + δS + δK transformation, that follow from (2.54) and (2.55), prove to
be
δBa
jk = − i
2
ξiγaΛ
βijk + i ξ(jΛa
k) , (2.57a)
δΛβb
j =
1
2
Cβ
γij(γbξi)γ +
1
6
ξαi Cα
γij(γb)βγ + (γ
aξj)βCab + 2(γ
aξi)β∇aBbij
+2 (γcξi)β T
−
cbaB
aij +
44i
3
ηαjBa
ij +
4i
3
(γabηj)αB
bij , (2.57b)
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δCab = − i
8
ηab ξiγ
cρc
i +
i
8
ξiγ
cγ˜abρc
i +
i
2
ξiγbρa
i + i ξiγac∇cΛbi
+
( 4
15
i ηab ξiγcχj − 4i
15
ηac ξiγbχj − 2i
15
ξiγabcχj − 4i ξiγaR(Q)bcj
)
Bcij
+
i
4
T−acd ξiγ
cdΛb
i − iT−b cd ξiγadΛci −
9
2
ηkγ˜aΛbk − 1
2
ηkγ˜bΛak
+
1
2
ηab η
kγ˜cΛ
c
k +
1
2
ηkγ˜abcΛ
c
k . (2.57c)
2.5 The tensor multiplet and the dilaton-Weyl multiplet
So far we have described various off-shell multiplets coupled to the standard-Weyl (or type
I) multiplet of N = (1, 0) conformal supergravity [48]. In this subsection we introduce
a variant off-shell formulation in which the matter fields (T−abc, χ
i, D) of the standard-
Weyl multiplet are replaced by a scalar σ, a gauge two-form tensor bmn, and a chiral
ψi matter fields. These fields belong to a 6D (1, 0) tensor multiplet [98, 105] which once
coupled to the standard-Weyl multiplet, can be used to define a new multiplet of conformal
supergravity: the dilaton-Weyl (or type II) multiplet [48]. This plays an important role in
six-dimensional supergravity since, to date, it has proven to be the simplest formulation
that can be consistently used to construct actions for general off-shell supergravity-matter
systems. In flat superspace, the tensor multiplet has been constructed as a super gauge
two-form [106]. Extending the curved superspace analysis of [77], we will first introduce
the dilaton-Weyl multiplet by consistently describing the tensor multiplet gauge two-form
in conformal superspace, see also [104]. Successively, we will reproduce the description in
components of [48].
2.5.1 The tensor multiplet and the dilaton-Weyl multiplet in superspace
Consider a super two-form gauge potential B2 =
1
2E
B ∧ EABAB possessing the gauge
transformation
δρ1B2 = dρ1 , (2.58)
where ρ1 is a one-form gauge parameter. The corresponding field strength is
H3 = dB2 =
1
3!
EC ∧ EB ∧ EAHABC , (2.59)
where
HABC = 3∇[ABBC) + 3T[ABFB|F |C) . (2.60)
The field strength must satisfy the Bianchi identity
dH3 = 0 =⇒ ∇[AHBCD) +
3
2
T[AB
EH|E|CD) = 0 . (2.61)
In order to describe the tensor multiplet we need to impose some covariant constraints
on the field strength H3 [77, 106]
H iα
j
β
k
γ = 0 , Ha
i
α
j
β = 2iε
ij(γa)αβΦ , S
α
i Φ = 0 , DΦ = 2Φ . (2.62)
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By using the Bianchi identities (2.61), the remaining components of the superform H3 are
uniquely fixed in terms of Φ and its descendants. The solution implies that Φ satisfies the
differential constraint corresponding to the tensor multiplet
∇(iα∇j)β Φ = 0 , (2.63)
and also determines the higher dimension super-form components to be
Hab
i
α = (γab)α
β∇iβΦ , (2.64a)
Habc = − i
8
(γ˜abc)
γδ∇kγ∇δkΦ− 4WabcΦ . (2.64b)
It is worth noting that the constraint (2.63) can be solved in terms of a constrained pre-
potential V αi as follows [77, 106, 107]
Φ = ∇kγV γk , ∇(iαV βj) −
1
4
δβα∇(iγ V γj) = 0 . (2.65)
It is in fact simple to prove that the following two-form
B2 = −8iEβj ∧ Ea(γa)βγV γj − Eb ∧ Ea(γab)βα∇iαV βi (2.66)
obeys dB2 = H3. The prepotential V αi is defined up to a shift by a superfield describing an
abelian vector multiplet, V αi → V αi + Λαi which leaves H3 of (2.62) and (2.64) invariant.
We introduce the following descendants of Φ
ψiα := ∇iαΦ , Hαβ =
1
6
(γabc)αβH
+
abc = −i∇k(αψβ)k , (2.67)
where we used the decomposition of Habc into self-dual and anti-self-dual parts Habc =
H+abc +H
−
abc. The superfields ψ
i
α and Hαβ satisfy
∇iαψjβ = −
i
2
εijHαβ − iεij∇αβΦ , (2.68a)
∇kγHαβ = −4∇γ(αψkβ) , (2.68b)
and
Sβj ψ
i
α = 4δ
β
αδ
i
jΦ , S
γ
kHαβ = −24iδγ(αψβ)k . (2.69)
Both ψiα and Hαβ are annihilated by K
a. Note also that (2.69) turn out to be equivalent
to H3 being a primary superform K
CH3 = 0.
Assuming the tensor multiplet superfield Φ is everywhere nonvanishing, Φ 6= 0, which
is a standard requirement for a conformal compensator, it is straightforward to check that
the constraint (2.63) implies the following relations
Wabc = − 1
4Φ
H−abc , (2.70a)
Xαi = − i
4Φ
(
∇αβψiβ −Wαβψiβ
)
, (2.70b)
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Y =
1
2Φ
(
∇a∇aΦ− 4Xαiψαi − 2
3
W abcHabc
)
. (2.70c)
This shows that the covariant superfield of the standard-Weyl multiplet, Wabc and its
descendants, are now composed of the tensor multiplet covariant superfields Φ, Habc and
their descendants. The result is a superspace description of the dilaton-Weyl (or type II)
multiplet of conformal supergravity [48, 77].
2.5.2 The tensor multiplet and the dilaton-Weyl multiplet in components
The covariant component fields of the tensor multiplet can be identified by the component
projections σ := Φ| and ψiα|. The supercovariant 3-form field strength is just the component
projection of the superfield Habc. By taking the double bar projection of (2.59) one can
derive
Habc = habc +
3
2
ψ[a
iγbc]ψi +
3i
2
ψ[a
iγbψc]iσ . (2.71)
Using (2.68) and (2.69), and suppressing the component projection on the superfields
ψiα and H
+
abc, one can obtain the δ = δQ + δS + δK transformations of the components:
δσ = ξiψ
i , (2.72a)
δψi =
i
12
ξiγabcH
abc + iξi /∇σ + 4ηiσ , (2.72b)
δH+abc = −
1
2
ξkγ
dγ˜abc∇dψk − 3iηkγ˜abcψk , (2.72c)
where
∇aσ = Daσ − 1
2
ψaiψ
i , (2.73a)
∇aψi = Daψi − i
24
γbcdψa
iHbcd − i
2
ψa
i /∇σ − 2φaiσ . (2.73b)
The transformation of the component gauge two-form bmn = Bmn| can be obtained by using
the fact that B2 is a primary superform and by projecting to components the supergravity
gauge transformation of B2, δGB2 = 12E
B ∧ EAξCHCAB, leading to
δbmn = e[n
b
(
em]
aξγkH
k
γ ab|+ ψm]αi ξγkHkγ iαb|
)
= ξiγmnψ
i + 2iξiγ[mψn]
iσ . (2.74)
The relations (2.70) that define the dilaton-Weyl multiplet in superspace translate to the
following at the component level
T−abc =
1
2σ
H−abc , (2.75a)
χi = −15i
8σ
/∇ψi − 5i
32σ
T−abcγ˜
abcψi , (2.75b)
D =
15
4σ
∇a∇aσ − 2χiψi + 15
12σ
T−abcH
abc , (2.75c)
with
∇a∇aσ =
(
Da∇a − 4faa + i
2
ψaiγ
aχi
)
σ − 1
2
ψai
(
∇aψi + 1
4
T−bcdγ
aγ˜bcdψi
)
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+
i
2
φa
iγ˜aψi , (2.76)
where ∇aσ and ∇aψi are respectively given in (2.73a) and (2.73b), while
fa
a = − 1
20
R− i
8
ψakγ
bR(Q)ab
k +
i
60
ψakγ
aχk +
1
20
ψakγ
abφb
k +
i
40
ψa
kγbψck T
−abc . (2.77)
In all the previous equations the reader should keep in mind that on the right hand side
T−abc, χ
i and D are built from the tensor multiplet covariant fields σ, ψi and Habc. Equations
(2.75) in fact show how in the dilaton-Weyl multiplet the covariant fields of the standard-
Weyl multiplet are replaced with the fields of the tensor multiplet. The dilaton-Weyl
multiplet will play a central role in the construction of curvature squared terms in later
sections.
The supersymmetry transformations of the independent component connections of
the dilaton-Weyl multiplet (em
a, ψmi,Vmkl, bm) can be read straightforwardly from the
transformation rules of the same fields in the standard-Weyl multiplet (2.20a)–(2.20d)
where now (2.75) should be used everywhere. The transformation rules of the independent
matter fields (σ, ψi, bmn) of the dilaton-Weyl multiplet are respectively given by (2.72a),
(2.72b) and (2.74).
In this section we have described in detail various off-shell matter multiplets coupled
to the standard-Weyl multiplet. For each of these multiplets, it is clear that the same
analysis holds straightforwardly in the case of the coupling to the dilaton-Weyl multiplet.
In fact, to switch from one off-shell conformal supergravity multiplet to the other, it is only
necessary to use equations (2.75) everywhere or their superfield equivalents.
3 Locally superconformal action principles
In this paper we will make use of three action principles to construct various locally su-
perconformal invariants. One of these involves the product of a linear multiplet with an
Abelian vector multiplet and describes the supersymmetric extension of a B4 ∧ F2 term.
This action formula was the main building block for the supergravity invariants in [48]. In
superspace it may be described by a full superspace integral∫
d6x d8θ E Uij L
ij , (3.1)
where Uij is the Mezincescu prepotential for the vector multiplet [108, 109], L
ij is a linear
multiplet and E = Ber(EM
A) is the Berezinian (or superdeterminant) of the supervielbein.
A second locally superconformal invariant is the so-called A action principle of [63, 64].
This is based on a primary dimension-9/2 superfield Aα
ijk whose differential constraint will
be reviewed later in this section. This describes the bottom component of a covariant closed
super 6-form that was originally constructed in [93].
Another action formula involves the product of a tensor multiplet with a gauge 3-form
multiplet and it describes the supersymmetric extension of a B2 ∧H4 term. Its existence
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was noted in [63] where it was described in terms of the A action principle with a superfield
Lagrangian Aα
ijk chosen as
Aα
ijk = εαβγδV
β(iBγδjk) , (3.2)
where V αi is a prepotential for the tensor multiplet (2.65) while Bαβij = (γ˜a)αβBa
ij is the
primary superfield describing a gauge 3-form supermultiplet as in section 2.4. The bosonic
component structure of this new locally superconformal invariant was given in [40] while
its complete structure is given for the first time here in our paper.
The A action principle was already studied in detail in [63, 64]. In this section we are
going to present a construction of both the B4 ∧F2 and B2 ∧H4 action principle by using
the superform approach to construct supersymmetric invariants [89–92]. The advantage
compared to using (3.1) and (3.2) is two-fold: firstly, we will see that no prepotential
superfields, either for the vector or tensor multiplets, appear explicitly; secondly, it is
straightforward to reduce the results to component fields making direct contact with the
superconformal tensor calculus. Our approach follows the one of, e.g., [87, 110–112].
3.1 Superform construction of locally superconformal invariants
For a 6D N = (1, 0) superspace, we introduce a closed 6-form J
J =
1
6!
dzM6 ∧ · · · ∧ dzM1 JM1···M6(z) , dJ = 0 . (3.3)
Such a closed superform leads to the supersymmetric action principle [89–92]
S =
∫
M6
i∗J =
∫
d6x e ∗J |θ=0 , e := det ema , (3.4a)
∗J :=
1
6!
εm1m2m3m4m5m6Jm1m2m3m4m5m6 , (3.4b)
where i :M6 →M6|8 is the inclusion map and i∗ is its pullback which effectively acts as
the double bar projection, θµi = dθ
µ
i = 0. Due to the transformation rule of a closed 6-form
δξJ = LξJ ≡ iξdJ + diξJ = diξJ , (3.5)
up to boundary terms that we are going to neglect, the closure of J guarantees that the
action is invariant under general coordinate transformations of superspace generated by a
vector field ξ = ξAEA = ξ
M∂M .
The action principle (3.4) is manifestly invariant under superdiffeomorphisms. In ad-
dition, the action must be invariant under all other gauge transformations. Among other
possible gauge transformations of matter multiplets in a specific model, for conformal su-
pergravity we need to include the other superconformal transformations describing the
structure group of conformal superspace, which form the subgroup H. To ensure the in-
variance of (3.4) then J is demanded to transform.
A special case is when the closed 6-form is itself invariant, δHJ = 0. This implies that
if one instead decomposes J in the tangent frame,
J =
1
6!
EA6 ∧ · · · ∧ EA1JA1···A6 , (3.6)
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the components JA1···A6 transform covariantly and obey the covariant constraints
∇[A1JA2···A7) + 3T[A1A2BJ|B|A3···A7) = 0 . (3.7)
In particular, their S and K transformations are given by
Sβj Ja1···an
i1
α1 · · ·i6−nα6−n = −in(γ˜[a1)βγJγja2···an]i1α1 · · ·i6−nα6−n , KbJA1···A6 = 0 . (3.8)
These are equivalent to demanding J to be a primary six-form KAJ = 0.
Once constructed an appropriate invariant closed super 6-form J , it is straightforward
to describe a gauge invariant action principle in components. In fact, by expressing the
action (3.4) in terms of tangent frame indices one obtains
S =
1
6!
∫
d6x e εm1···m6Em6
A6 · · ·Em1A1JA1···A6 |θ=0 ,
=
1
6!
∫
d6x e εa1···a6
[
Ja1···a6 − 3ψa1αi Ja2···a6 iα −
15
4
ψa1
α2
i2
ψa2
α1
i1
Ja3···a6
i1
α1
i2
α2
+
5
2
ψa1
α3
i3
ψa2
α2
i2
ψa3
α1
i1
Ja4a5a6
i1
α1
i2
α2
i3
α3 +
15
16
ψa1
α1
i1
· · ·ψa4α4i4 Ja5a6 i1α1 ······ i4α4
− 3
16
ψa1
α1
i1
· · ·ψa5α5i5 Ja6 i1α1 ······ i5α5 −
1
64
ψa1
α1
i1
· · ·ψa6α6i6 J i1α1 ······ i6α6
]
|θ=0 , (3.9)
which is the standard expansion of supergravity actions as a supercovariant power series
in the gravitini. Let us now turn to the examples relevant for our paper.
3.2 The B4 ∧ F2 action principle
Consider the gauge 4-form multiplet associated to a linear multiplet, as in section 2.3,
together with an Abelian vector multiplet, see section 2.2. By considering the gauge 4-form
B4 and the vector multiplet two-form field strength F2 we can construct the primary super
6-form B4 ∧ F2. This is manifestly invariant under vector multiplet transformations, that
leave invariant F2, while it transforms as an exact form under the gauge transformation
of the 4-form (2.36), δρ3(B4 ∧ F2) = d(ρ3 ∧ F2), so that its exterior derivative is gauge
invariant
d(B4 ∧ F2) = E5 ∧ F2 . (3.10)
It turns out that the covariant constraints on F2 and E5 mean that E5 ∧F2 is Weil trivial
[113]. In other words, it turns out that there is a second super 6-form ΣE5∧F2 obeying
dΣE5∧F2 = E5 ∧ F2 such that ΣE5∧F2 is constructed entirely in terms of the covariant
superfields in F2 and E5. This implies that ΣE5∧F2 is primary and gauge invariant. We
call this super 6-form the curvature induced form. This means that by construction the
primary super 6-form
JB4∧F2 = B4 ∧ F2 − ΣE5∧F2 (3.11)
is closed, dJB4∧F2 = 0, such that δρ3JB4∧F2 = d(ρ3 ∧ F2) and then, according to the
discussion in the previous section, it leads to a locally superconformal and gauge invariant
action.
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It is not difficult to solve explicitly for ΣE5∧F2 . It obeys
dΣE5∧F2 = E5 ∧ F2 ⇐⇒ ∇[A1ΣA2···A7) + 3T[A1A2BΣ|B|A3···A7) = 3F[A1A2EA3···A7) , (3.12)
with FAB the components of the abelian vector multiplet super two-form F2, eqs. (2.27),
and EA1···A5 the components of the linear multiplet super 5-form E5, eq. (2.40). A covariant
superform solution ΣE5∧F2 is given by
Σabcde
i
α = 2εabcdef (γ
f )αβΛ
β
j L
ij , (3.13a)
Σabcdef = −εabcdef
(
XijLij − 2iΛαiϕαi
)
, (3.13b)
with all components at lower dimension vanishing.
If we now plug the resulting closed 6-form (3.11) into (3.9) we obtain the component
action principle
SB4∧F2 =
∫
d6x e
(
− 1
2
fmnb˜
mn +XijLij − 2iΛiϕi − ψaiγaΛjLij
)
, (3.14)
where we have suppressed spinor indices and we remind that we defined
b˜mn :=
1
4!
εmnpqrsbpqrs . (3.15)
The action (3.14), which we will refer to as B4 ∧ F2 action principle, was obtained for the
first time in [48].
3.3 The B2 ∧H4 action principle
By starting from the gauge two-form multiplet associated to a tensor multiplet, as in section
2.5, together with a gauge 3-form multiplet of section 2.4, we can construct another gauge
invariant action principle using the same logic as in the previous subsection.
Considering the gauge two-form B2 and the closed 4-form field strength H4 = dB3
we construct the primary super 6-form B2 ∧H4. This is invariant under the 3-form gauge
transformation, δρ2B3 = dρ2, it transforms as an exact form under the two-form gauge
transformation (2.58), δρ1(B2 ∧H4) = d(ρ1 ∧H4), so that
d(B2 ∧H4) = H3 ∧H4 , (3.16)
is gauge invariant. The covariant constraints on H3, eqs. (2.62) and (2.64), and on H4,
eq. (2.51), are such that the super 7-form H3 ∧ H4 is again Weil trivial and then it is
possible to construct a curvature induced super 6-form ΣH3∧H4 , so that
JB2∧H4 = ΣH3∧H4 −B2 ∧H4 (3.17)
is closed, dJB2∧H4 = 0, and such that δρ1JB2∧H4 = d(ρ1 ∧H4) leading to a locally super-
conformal and gauge invariant action.
The superform equation defining ΣH3∧H4 is
dΣH3∧H4 = H3 ∧H4 ⇐⇒ ∇[AΣBCDEFG) + 3T[ABHΣ|H|CDEFG) = 5H[ABCHDEFG) ,
(3.18)
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with H3 corresponding to a tensor multiplet, see section 2.5, and H4 corresponding to the
gauge 3-form multiplet, see section 2.3. A covariant solution of equation (3.18) is given by
a super 6-form ΣH3∧H4 possessing the following nontrivial components
Σabcd
p
ρ
q
τ =
i
2
εabcdef (γ
efg)ρτΦBg
pq , (3.19a)
Σabcde
l
δ = −
1
4
εabcdef
[
2ψδkB
f kl + iΦΛδ
f l + (γfg)δ
ρ
(
2ψρkBg
kl − iΦΛρgl
)]
, (3.19b)
Σabcdef =
1
4
εabcdef (γ˜
g)αβψαkΛβg
k +
1
4
εabcdefΦC , (3.19c)
with all lower dimension components vanishing and the descendant superfield Λαa
i defined
in (2.53b) and C given by the trace of Cab, defined in eq. (2.53c),
C := ηabCab =
i
12
(γ˜a)αβ∇αk∇βlBakl = i
12
∇αk∇βlBαβkl = 1
8
(γ˜a)αβ∇αkΛβak . (3.20)
The antisymmetric part of Cab is related to the supercovariant four-form field strength
Habcd via (2.51d), leading to
C[ab] := −
1
12
εabcdefh
cdef − 3i
4
ψcjγ[abΛc]
j − i
8
εabcdefψ
c
jγ
degψf k Bg
jk , (3.21)
where hmnpq = 4∂[mbnpq]. If we now plug the resulting closed 6-form (3.17) into (3.9) we
obtain the component action principle
SB2∧H4 =
∫
d6x e
{
− 1
4
σC − 1
4
ψj γ˜
gΛg
j +
1
4
babC
ab
+
1
8
ψai
[
2ψjB
aij + iσΛai + γab
(
2ψjBb
ij − iσΛbi
)
+
3i
2
bbcγ
[abΛc]i
]
+
i
4
ψai
[ 1
2
γabcσBc
ij − bcdγ[abcBd]ij
]
ψbj
}
, (3.22)
where spinor indices have been suppressed. Note that the couplings involving bab can be
rewritten as εabcdefbabhcdef . We will refer to the invariant (3.22) as the B2 ∧ H4 action
principle. The bosonic part of the action (3.22) appeared for the first time in [40]. It is
important to mention that although one can formally work in the standard-Weyl multiplet
in the construction of the above invariant, the tensor multiplet is on-shell. To have an
off-shell description, one must identify the tensor multiplet as the one of the dilaton-Weyl
multiplet. Note that by turning off the supergravity multiplet in (3.22) one obtains the
action principle that was first used in [98] to describe the action for the rigid supersymmetric
Yang-Mills multiplet. Let us see how (3.22) allows us to extend that result to the curved
case.
3.3.1 Non-Abelian vector multiplet action
It is worth presenting a first nontrivial application of the B2 ∧H4 action principle (3.22):
a direct construction of the non-Abelian vector multiplet action in a general dilaton-Weyl
multiplet background. Previously, this action had been constructed in [48] undertaking
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the following steps: (i) restrict to an Abelian vector multiplet; (ii) in a dilaton-Weyl back-
ground, construct a composite linear multiplet in terms of an Abelian vector multiplet;10
(iii) plug the composite linear multiplet in the B4 ∧ F2 action principle; (iv) realise that
the resulting action is invariant also in the case of a non-Abelian vector multiplet.
In the case of a general non-Abelian vector multiplet, described by the superfield
strength Λαi, as observed in [63] it is straightforward to construct a composite gauge
3-form multiplet in terms of the primary dimension three superfield
Bαβij = −4i Tr
(
Λα(iΛβj)
)
, (3.23a)
which, due to (2.28), satisfies the constraints (2.52). The descendants of the composite
Bαβij are then
Λαa
i =
2
3
(γa)βγ Tr
[
iδβαX
ijΛγj − 6iFαβΛγi
]
, (3.23b)
C = 2 Tr
[
FabFab −XijXij − 2iΛαk∇αβΛβk
]
, (3.23c)
C[ab] =
1
2
Tr
[
εabcdefF cdFef − i∇c
(
(γabc)αβΛ
αkΛβk
)]
. (3.23d)
If we plug these results into the B2 ∧H4 action principle (3.22) we find the action for
a general non-Abelian vector multiplet
SσF 2 =
∫
d6x e Tr
{
− 1
2
σfabfab +
1
2
σXijXij +
1
8
εabcdefbabf cdf ef
}
+fermions , (3.24)
where we neglected the fermionic terms. The action, up to a change of notations, coincides
with the result of [48].
3.4 The A action principle
Let us conclude this section by reviewing the salient results concerning the A action prin-
ciple. The reader should refer to [63, 64] for a complete analysis.
The A action principle is based on a primary dimension 9/2 superfield Aα
ijk = Aα
(ijk)
obeying the reality condition Aαijk = Aα ijk and satisfying the differential constraint
∇(i(αAβ)jkl) = 0 . (3.25)
As already mentioned, this superfield arises as the bottom component of a covariant closed
super 6-form [63, 93]. By using the superform approach for the construction of supersym-
metric invariants it is possible to obtain the invariant [64]
SA =
∫
d6x e
{
F − i
4
ψaiΩ
′ai − i
144
ψdiγ
deγabcψejS
+
abc
ij − i
12
ψaiγ
abcψbjEc
ij
10In superspace, with Λαi the superfield strength of an Abelian vector multiplet, the composite linear
multiplet is described by the superfield F ij := (i(∇(iαΦ)Λαj) + i4Φ∇(iαΛαj)) = (iψ(iαΛαj) + ΦXij) which can
be easily proven to be a dimension-4 primary such that ∇(iαFjk) = 0 [77].
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+
1
16
(ψaiγ
abcψbj) (ψckA
ijk)
}
, (3.26)
where the following descendant component fields of Aα
ijk have been introduced:
S+abc
ij :=
3
32
(γ˜abc)
αβ∇αkAβijk| , Eaij := 3
16
(γ˜a)
αβ∇αkAβijk| , (3.27a)
Ω′aα
i :=
i
32
(γ˜a)
βγ(∇βj∇γkAαijk|+∇αj∇βkAγijk|) , (3.27b)
F :=
i
244!
εαβγδ∇αi∇βj∇γkAδijk| . (3.27c)
The superconformal transformations of the previous multiplet are rather involved, see [64]
for details. The main point is that (3.26) proves to be manifestly locally superconformal
invariant. For the scope of this paper we will only need to know that the purely bosonic
part of this action can be extracted from the F component (3.27c) of the Aα
ijk multiplet.
4 Einstein-Hilbert Poincare´ supergravity
In this section we describe how to construct in conformal superspace a supersymmetric
extension of the Einstein-Hilbert term and then describe the off-shell and on-shell two-
derivative Poincare´ supergravity theory reproducing the results of [48].
4.1 Linear multiplet action
An action for the linear multiplet can be constructed using the B4 ∧ F2 action principle
(3.14) with the vector multiplet built out of the linear multiplet [48]. The appropriate
composite vector multiplet is described by the primary dimension-3/2 superfield strength
Λαi = − 1
2L
∇αβϕiβ −
1
2L
(
Wαβϕiβ − 2iXαj Lji
)
+
1
4L3
Ljk(∇αβLij)ϕkβ
− 1
8L3
LijEαβϕβj − i
8L5
εαβγδϕβjϕγkϕδlL
ijLkl , (4.1)
where L2 := 12L
ijLij is assumed to be nonvanishing, L 6= 0. The component fields of
the composite vector multiplet can be computed straightforwardly. They include the θ =
0 projection of Λαi together with the descendant components of the composite vector
multiplet, Xij = i4∇
(i
γ Λγj)| and Fab = − i8(γab)βα∇kαΛβk |,11
Xij = −1
2
L−1∇a∇aLij − 1
15
L−1LijD +
1
16
L−3EaEaLij − 1
4
L−3EaLk(iDaLj)k
+
1
4
L−3Lkl(DaLk(i)DaLj)l + fermions , (4.2a)
Fab = 1
2
D[a
(
L−1Eb]
)
+
1
2
L−1RabijLij − 1
4
L−3Lij(D[aLki)Db]Ljk + fermions , (4.2b)
where
∇a∇aLij = Da∇aLij − 8faaLij + fermions , (4.3)
11Here and in what follows, whenever we only explicitly give the bosonic sectors, any supercovariant field
(which involves fermionic terms) can be replaced with its purely bosonic analogue, e.g. Ea with ha, Habc
with habc and so on, since it will only change the suppressed fermionic terms.
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the expression for ∇aLij is given in (2.47a), and faa is given in (2.77). The fmn field
strength (2.32) in the case of the composite vector multiplet proves to be
fmn = 2∂[mΓn] −
1
4
L−3Lij(∂[mLki)∂n]Ljk , (4.4a)
Γm :=
1
2
L−1
(
VmijLij + 1
2
hm
)
+ fermions . (4.4b)
The previous composite vector multiplet coincides, up to change of notation, to the one orig-
inally constructed in [48] where the reader can also find the completion with the fermionic
terms.
Using (3.14) and disregarding a total derivative, the action for the linear multiplet
takes the form
SEH =
∫
d6x e
{
− 2
5
RL− 2
15
DL− 1
8L
EaEa − 1
2L
EaVaijLij −DaDaL
+
1
4L
(DaLij)DaLij + 1
8L3
b˜mnLij(∂mL
ki)∂nL
j
k
}
+ fermions . (4.5)
The previous action is by construction locally superconformal invariant independently
of the conformal supergravity background chosen, either the standard- or dilaton-Weyl
multiplets which we have not specified so far in this section. In the standard-Weyl multiplet
background the DL coupling in (4.5) implies L = 0 on-shell. This is inconsistent with the
requirement of L being a conformal compensator, L 6= 0, and makes the action (4.5) alone
inconsistent in a standard-Weyl multiplet background. A standard resolution of this issue
is to consider (4.5) in a dilaton-Weyl multiplet background where, thanks to (2.75c)
D =
15
4σ
DaDaσ + 3
4
R+ 5
4σ
T−abcH
+abc + fermions (4.6)
and the action (4.5) becomes
SEH =
∫
d6x e
{
− 1
2
LR+ 1
4L
(∂mLij)∂mL
ij +
1
L
VmikLjk(∂mLij) + 1
L
Vm(ikLj)kVmilLlj
− L
2σ
DaDaσ − L
6σ
T−abcH
+abc − 1
8L
EaEa − 1
2L
EaVaijLij − 1
8L3
b˜mnLi
j(∂mL
ki)∂nLjk
}
+ fermions . (4.7)
Another option to solve the inconsistent dynamics of (4.5) in a standard-Weyl multiplet
background would be to add to (4.5) other invariants such that the resulting dynamical
system possesses equations of motions for D that are self consistent. We will show an
example of this option later in section 7 when we will introduce a new curvature squared
invariant in a standard-Weyl multiplet background that will contain a D2 term in its action.
4.2 Off-shell Einstein-Hilbert Poincare´ supergravity
The six dimensional N = (1, 0) supersymmetric extension of the Einstein-Hilbert term and
consequently the off-shell Poincare´ supergravity action can be given by coupling a linear
multiplet compensator to a dilaton-Weyl multiplet, eq. (4.7), followed by the gauge fixing
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of the redundant superconformal symmetries. The gauge fixing conditions we impose in
superspace are
BM = 0 , Φ = 1 , (4.8a)
Lij = δijL . (4.8b)
At the component level these imply
bm = 0 , σ = 1 , ψ
i = 0 , (4.9a)
Lij = δijL . (4.9b)
The gauge conditions (4.8a) and (4.9a) fix dilatations, conformal boosts and S-supersymmetry
transformations while (4.8b) and (4.9b) breaks the SU(2)R down to a residual U(1)R gauge
symmetry. After fixing the gauge, the remaining physical fields are
{ema , ψmi , bmn , Vm , V ′mij , L , ϕi , bmnrs} , (4.10)
which form the minimal off-shell Poincare´ supergravity multiplet. Note that we have
decomposed the gauge field Vmij of the SU(2)R symmetry into its trace and traceless
parts as
Vmij = V ′mij +
1
2
δijVm , V
′
m
ijδij = 0 . (4.11)
To preserve the gauge fixing conditions (4.9) under the residual Poincare´ supergravity
transformations the following decomposition rules for the dependent compensating gauge
parameters have to be used [60]
ηi = − i
96
γabcξiHabc , (4.12a)
λm = −1
2
ξiφmi − i
30
ξiγmχi +
1
2
ηiψmi , (4.12b)
λ′ij =
1
L
S′k(iδj)k , S′ij = −ξ(iϕj) + 1
2
δijδklξ
kϕl . (4.12c)
Note that, besides the Q-supersymmetry transformations parametrized by local ξαi | param-
eter, the trace λ of the SU(2)R parameter, λ
ij := Λij | = λ′ij + 12δijλ, generates a residual
arbitrary U(1)R gauge transformation. The other residual gauge transformations are ar-
bitrary covariant general coordinate and Lorentz transformations parametrized by ξa| and
λab := Λab|, respectively. As a consequence, an off-shell N = (1, 0) Poincare´ supergravity
background with the field content given in (4.10) has, up to cubic fermions, the following
supersymmetry transformation rules [60]
δem
a = −iξiγaψmi , (4.13a)
δψmi = 2
(
∂m +
1
4
ωm
abγ˜ab
)
ξi + 2Vmijξj − 1
8
Hmbcγ˜
bcξi , (4.13b)
δbmn = 2iξiγ[mψn]
i , (4.13c)
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δϕi = iδijγmξj∂mL− i
2
γaξiEa − 2iV ′m(ikδj)kγmξjL+
i
6
LδijγabcξjHabc , (4.13d)
δL = ξiϕjδij ,
δbmnpq = −εmnpqef ξjγefϕj + 8iψi[mγnpq]ξjδijL , (4.13e)
δV ′m
ij = −iξ(iγnR̂mnj)(Q) + i
2
ξkγnR̂mn
`(Q)δk`δ
ij +
i
6
ξ(iγabcψj)mH
abc
− i
12
ξkγabcψ`mδk`δ
ijHabc , (4.13f)
δVm = −iξiγnR̂mnj(Q)δij + i
6
ξiγabcψjmδijHabc , (4.13g)
where
R̂mn
i(Q) = 2D[mψn]
i + 2V ′[m
ijψn]j +
1
4
γabψ[mHn]ab , (4.14a)
Dmψ
i
n =
(
∂m +
1
4
ωm
cdγ˜cd
)
ψn
i +
1
2
Vmδ
ijψnj . (4.14b)
By imposing the gauge fixing (4.9) in the action (4.7) it follows that the off-shell
two-derivative Poincare´ supergravity Lagrangian takes the form [60]
e−1LEH = −1
2
LR+ 1
2
L−1∂mL∂mL− 1
24
LHabcHabc + LV
′
m
ijV ′mij − 1
8L
EaEa − 1
2
EmVm
+fermions . (4.15)
The off-shell Poincare´ supergravity action is invariant under the transformation rules (4.13).
4.3 On-shell Poincare´ supergravity
When considering the Einstein-Hilbert supergravity (4.15), the equations of motion for the
V ′mij , Vm and bmnpq fields simply imply [60]
Vm = V
′
m
ij = bmnpq = 0 , (4.16)
leaving the following on-shell Einstein-Hilbert supergravity Lagrangian
e−1L = −1
2
e−2v
(
R− 4∂mv ∂mv + 1
12
HmnpH
mnp
)
+ fermions (4.17)
where we have set L = e−2v with v being the dilaton field. The massless supermultiplet of
the two-derivative theory is therefore given by the following component fields
{ema , ψmi , bmn , v , ϕi} , (4.18)
whose supersymmetry transformation rules, that follow from (4.13), up to cubic fermion
terms are
δem
a = iξiγaψmi , (4.19a)
δψm
i = 2
(
∂mξ
i +
1
4
ωm
abγ˜ab
)
ξi − 1
4
Hmabγ˜
abξi , (4.19b)
δbmn = 2iξiγ[mψn]
i , (4.19c)
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δϕi = −2ie−2vδijγmξj∂mv + i
6
e−2vδijγabcξjHabc , (4.19d)
δv = −1
2
e2vξiϕjδij . (4.19e)
Note that, since the fields V ′mij , Vm and bmnpq have been integrated out, the previous
supersymmetry transformations close only on the mass-shell.
5 Curvature squared invariants in a dilaton-Weyl background
Here we turn to constructing curvature squared supergravity invariants. All the locally
superconformal invariants described in this section are based on theB2∧H4 action principle;
hence they will all implicitly be in a dilaton-Weyl multiplet background. Within our
framework, we will describe the off-shell locally N =(1, 0) supersymmetric extensions of all
the possible purely gravitational curvature squared terms that can be described as linear
combinations of Riemann squared, Ricci tensor squared, and scalar curvature squared
terms.
5.1 The Riemann curvature squared invariant
A supersymmetric extension of the Riemann curvature squared term was constructed in
[56–60]. It has been coupled to the gauged chiral supergravity in six dimensions extending
the Salam-Sezgin model with curvature squared corrections. The exact spectrum of the
Riemann squared extended Salam-Sezgin model around the half-BPS Minkowski4 × S2
background was analyzed for the first time in [61]. The construction of the Riemann
curvature squared invariant of [56–60] was based on the action for a Yang-Mills multiplet
coupled to conformal supergravity [48] and the feature that in the gauge (4.9a) the dilaton-
Weyl multiplet can be mapped to a Yang-Mills vector multiplet taking values in the 6D
Lorentz algebra [56]. This observation is sometimes referred to as the “Yang-Mills trick”.
The superspace analogue of the “Yang-Mills trick” was elaborated in Sec. 6 of [64]. Let us
here further elaborate on this analysis.
In a dilaton-Weyl multiplet background, with tensor superfield Φ 6= 0, following [63]
one can introduce the spinor covariant derivative,
D iα = Φ
− 1
4
(
∇iα + (∇iβ ln Φ)Mαβ − 2(∇jα ln Φ)Jj i −
1
2
(∇iα ln Φ)D
)
. (5.1)
This is chosen so that given a primary tensor superfield U of dimension ∆, the superfield
D iαU is also a primary superfield of dimension ∆. Moreover, Φ is annihilated by D
i
α,
D iαΦ = 0. When acting on a primary superfield, the algebra of covariant derivatives
becomes12
{D iα,Djβ} = −2iεijDαβ − 4iεijW abc(γa)αβMbc − 4iεijN abc(γa)αβMbc − 16iNαβJ ij , (5.2)
12The resulting superspace geometry for the covariant derivatives DA = (D
i
α,Da) is equivalent to the
SU(2) superspace formulation of conformal supergravity of [77] with the torsion superfield component Ca
ij
set to zero, Ca
ij = 0. This is also equivalent to the superspace geometry of [59]. Using in (5.1) instead a
generic real unconstrained dimension-2 primary superfield X instead of Φ, as described in [63], one would
obtain the general SU(2) superspace geometry of [77] with Ca
ij 6= 0.
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where
Dαβ = − i
4
{Dkα,Dβk} − 2N bcd(γb)αβMcd − 2W bcd(γb)αβMcd (5.3)
and the primary dimensionless superfields Nαβ and W
αβ are defined as
Nαβ :=
1
3!
(γabc)αβNabc = − i
16
Φ
3
2∇k(α∇β)kΦ−2 , W αβ := Φ−
1
2Wαβ . (5.4)
By using the previous composite superfields, one can construct a primary dimension-
3/2 superfield valued in the Lorentz algebra Λαi := Λαiβ
γMγ
β [64]
Λαi = Φ3/4
(
D iβW
αγ − 2
3
εαγδρD iδNρβ −
1
3
δαβD
i
δW
γδ
)
Mγ
β . (5.5)
This satisfies constraints that are formally the same as those of a non-Abelian vector
multiplet:
Λαiβ
β = 0 , D (iα Λ
βj)
γ
δ − 1
4
δβαD
(i
ρ Λ
ρj)
γ
δ = 0 , DαiΛ
αi
β
γ = 0 . (5.6)
The primary Λαiβ
γ can be equivalently rewritten as
Λαiβ
γ = 4iXiβ
αγ − 4i
3
δαβX
γi +
i
3
δγβX
αi − Φ−1
(
Wαγψiβ −
1
3
δαβW
γδψiδ +
1
3
δγβW
αδψiδ
)
+εαγδρΦ−2
[1
2
(∇δ(ρΦ)ψiβ) −
1
3
Φ∇δ(ρψiβ) −
1
8
Hρβψ
i
δ −
i
4
Φ−1ψiδψ
k
(ρψβ)k
]
, (5.7)
where we have used the tensor multiplet relations
ψiα = ∇iαΦ , Hαβ := −i∇k(αψβ)k , ∇iα∇jβΦ = −
i
2
εijHαβ − iεij∇αβΦ , (5.8)
and it should be kept in mind that in a dilaton-Weyl background Wαβ = −14Φ−1Hαβ. A
remarkable property of the composite superfield (5.7) is that, in the gauge where BM = 0
and Φ = 1, equivalent to bm = 0, σ = 1 and ψ
i = 0, the following relations for the
descendants of Λαiβ
γ hold:
Fabcd := − i
16
(γab)β
α(γcd)δ
γ∇kαΛβkγδ| = Rabcd(ω+) + fermions , (5.9a)
Xijab :=
i
8
(γab)γ
β∇(iαΛαj)βγ | = −2Rabij + fermions . (5.9b)
Here Rabcd(ω+) is the torsionful Riemann tensor which is defined through (2.17b) in terms
of the shifted Lorentz connection
ω±mcd := ωmcd ± 1
2
em
aHa
cd , (5.10)
such that
Rabcd(ω±) = Rabcd(ω)±D[aHb]cd +
1
2
He[a
[cHb]
d]e . (5.11)
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Considering the analogy of Λαiβ
γ with a Yang-Mills multiplet and the known con-
struction of the Riemann squared action from a vector multiplet one, it is natural to argue
that a gauge 3-form multiplet is described by the following composite superfield
Bαβij = −16i Tr [Λα(iΛβj)] = −16iΛα(iγδΛβj)δγ = 8iΛα(icdΛβj)cd . (5.12)
Thanks to the fact that ∇kγ Tr
[
Λα(iΛβj)
]
= Φ
1
4Dkγ Tr
[
Λα(iΛβj)
]
, one can prove that the
composite (5.12) satisfies the constraints (2.52). Then, by plugging (5.12) in the B2 ∧
H4 action principle, or equivalently by plugging (5.9) in (3.24), after imposing the gauge
condition (4.9a), one obtains the action
SRiem2 =
∫
d6x e
{
Rabcd(ω+)Rabcd(ω+)− 1
4
εabcdefbabRcdgh(ω+)Ref gh(ω+)
−4RabijRabij
}
+ fermions . (5.13)
Up to a change of notation, the previous result coincides with the known Riemann squared
invariant [56–60].
5.2 The scalar curvature squared invariant
In section 4 we have shown how to construct the locally supersymmetric extension of
the Einstein-Hilbert term by using the composite Abelian vector multiplet based on the
superfield Λαi defined by eq. (4.1). It is clear that the composite
Bαβij := −4iΛ(αiΛβ)j , (5.14)
satisfies the constraints (2.52). Moreover, it is straightforward to check that by plugging
(5.14) in the B2 ∧H4 action principle, in the gauge (4.8), one can find the supersymmetric
extension of a scalar curvature squared that was first constructed in [62]. Let us here review
the salient results for this invariant in components.
In the gauge (4.9), by using the components of the composite vector multiplet (4.2),
it is straightforward to obtain the following useful expressions
fmn = ∂[m
(
Vn] +
1
2
L−1En]
)
+ fermions , (5.15a)
XijX
ij =
1
2
Υ2 − 1
2
|Ξ|2 + fermions , (5.15b)
where
Υ = −1
2
R− 1
24
HmnpH
mnp − L−1∂m∂mL+ 1
2
L−2(∂mL)∂mL
−2ZmZ¯m + 1
8
L−2EmEm , (5.15c)
Ξ = −2L−1Dm(LZm) + iL−1EmZm , (5.15d)
with the complex vector field Zm defined as
Zm = V
′
m
12 + iV ′m
11 . (5.15e)
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Using the action (3.24), we obtain (up to a numerical factor) the following Lagrangian for
the Ricci scalar curvature squared invariant [62]
e−1LR2 =
1
16
[
R+ 1
12
HmnrH
mnr + 2L−1∂m∂mL− L−2(∂mL)∂mL
+ 4ZmZ¯m − 1
4
L−2EmEm
]2
−1
4
[
2L−1Dm(LZm)− iL−1EmZm
][
2L−1Dn(LZ¯n) + iL−1EnZ¯n
]
+
1
8
εmnpqrsb
mn∂p
(
V q +
1
2
L−1Eq
)
∂r
(
V s +
1
2
L−1Es
)
−1
2
∂[m
(
Vn] +
1
2
L−1En]
)
∂m
(
V n +
1
2
L−1En
)
+ fermions . (5.16)
The resulting Ricci scalar curvature squared action is invariant under the off-shell super-
symmetry transformation rules (4.13).
5.3 The new curvature squared invariant
Recently, a particular composite gauge 3-form multiplet defined solely using the the standard-
Weyl multiplet has been constructed in [63]. This was used to describe one of theN = (1, 0)
conformal supergravity actions [63, 64]. Such a composite gauge 3-form multiplet is defined
in terms of the following primary dimension 3 superfield [63]
Bαβ ij = −4W γ[αYγβ]ij − 32iXγαδ(iXδβγj) + 10iXα(iXβj) , (5.17)
satisfying the constraints (2.52). Its lowest component is
Ba
ij = T−abcR(J)
bc ij + iR(Q)bc
iγaR(Q)
bcj +
2i
45
χiγaχ
j . (5.18)
The structure of its descendants, including the Λαa
i and Cab components appearing in the
B2 ∧H4 action principle (3.22), were worked out in [64] and are collected for convenience
of the reader in appendix B. As we first described in [40], by plugging these results into
(3.22) and performing some integrations by parts, one obtains the new curvature squared
invariant
Snew =
1
32
∫
d6x e
{
σCab
cdCcd
ab − 3σRabijRabij + 4
15
σD2 + 4σ(DcT−abc)DdT−abd
−8σT−dab
(
DdDcT−abc −
1
2
RdcT−abc
)
+ 4σT−abcT−ab
dT−ef cT−efd − 2HabcCabdeT−cde
− 8
45
HabcT
−abcD + 4HabcT−d
abDeT−cde − 4
3
HabcT
−deaT−bcfT−def
−1
4
εabcdefbab
(
Ccd
ghCefgh −RcdijRef ij
)}
+ fermions , (5.19)
where the reader should keep in mind that, in a dilaton-Weyl background, T−abc =
1
2H
−
abc and
D satisfies (4.6). Note that in (5.19) we focused only on the bosonic part of the invariant.
In principle, by plugging into (3.22) the expressions for Ba
ij , eq. (5.17), together with its
descendants Λαa
i and Cab given in eq. (B.1), the reader can obtain the full result including
all the fermionic terms.
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In the gauge (4.9a) the new invariant contains the following linear combination of
Riemann squared, Ricci squared and scalar curvature squared terms
e−1Lnew = 1
32
(
RabcdRabcd −RabRab + 1
4
R2
)
+ · · · . (5.20)
This completes the construction of the three independent supersymmetric curvature
squared invariants. Let us now turn to describing some physical applications.
6 Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet supergravity
In section 4 we reviewed the off-shell supersymmetrization of the Einstein-Hilbert ac-
tion while in the previous section we have described three linearly independent curvature
squared invariants of the six dimensional N = (1, 0) supergravity. Due to the off-shell na-
ture of these models, we can combine them to form a general curvature squared extended
Poincare´ supergravity Lagrangian
L = αLRiem2 + βLR2 + γLnew , (6.1)
without having to modify the supersymmetry transformations. As described for the first
time in [40], the off-shell Gauss-Bonnet combination corresponds to α = −3, β = 0 and
γ = 128. For this particular choice of parameters, in the gauge (4.9a), if one uses the
following identities
0 = HabcH
adeDbHcde , (6.2a)
0 = εabcdef
(RghefHghaHbcd +RgfHgabHcde) , (6.2b)
0 = εabcdef
(
HabcHdegDhHgfh − 2HabcHdghDeHghf
)
, (6.2c)
and introduces the notation,
H2ab := Ha
cdHbcd , H
2 := HabcH
abc , H4 := HabeHcd
eHacfHbdf , (6.3a)
up to fermionic terms the Lagrangian for the supersymmetric Gauss-Bonnet invariant (5.19)
takes the following very compact form
e−1LGB = RabcdRabcd − 4RabRab +R2
−1
2
RabcdHabeHcde +RabH2ab −
1
6
RH2 + 5
24
H4 +
1
144
(H2)2 − 1
8
(H2ab)
2
+εabcdefbabRcdijRefij − 1
4
εabcdefbabRcdgh(ω−)Ref gh(ω−)
+fermions . (6.4)
This can equivalently be written
e−1LGB = 6R[abab(ω−)Rcd]cd(ω−)− 4Rabcd(ω−)HabeHcde + 4Rab(ω−)H2ab −
2
3
R(ω−)H2
−2
3
H4 +
1
9
(H2)2 + εabcdefbab
[
RcdijRefij − 1
4
Rcdgh(ω−)Ref gh(ω−)
]
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+fermions . (6.5)
In this form it becomes evident that the b2-field dependence of the supersymmetric Gauss-
Bonnet invariant cannot be captured solely in terms of a Riemann tensor with a torsionful
connection. This explains the unsuccessful attempts to construct the Gauss-Bonnet invari-
ant in previous works where this was assumed as a working condition [56, 57].
By using the action (6.4), we can now easily construct the 6D N = (1, 0) off-shell
Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet (EGB) supergravity. In the gauge (4.9), this is given by the follow-
ing combination of the supersymmetric completion of the Einstein-Hilbert term (4.15) and
the Gauss-Bonnet term (6.4)
2κ2LEGB = LEH + 1
16
α′LGB . (6.6)
We have introduced the Newton constant κ2. The Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet supergravity
(6.6) is invariant under the off-shell supersymmetry transformation rules (4.13).
6.1 On-shell Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet supergravity
In section 4 we have shown how the on-shell Einstein-Hilbert supergravity (4.17) arises from
(4.15) by using the equations of motion V ′mij = Vm = bmnpq = 0. A remarkable feature of
the supersymmetric Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet model is that the massless supermultiplet of
the two-derivative theory does not acquire mass due to the inclusion of higher-derivative
terms. Furthermore, the kinetic termRabijRabij for the SU(2)R gauge field Vmij that exists
in both the Riemann-squared and the new invariants, cancels out in the Gauss-Bonnet
combination. Therefore, there are no new dynamical degrees of freedom induced by the
higher-derivative terms and the solution (4.16) remains consistent in the Einstein-Gauss-
Bonnet supergravity, leading to the on-shell theory associated to the following Lagrangian
2κ2e−1L = −e−2v
(
R− 4∂mv ∂mv + 1
12
HmnpH
mnp
)
+
1
16
α′
[
6R[mnmnRrs]rs −
1
2
RmnrsHmntHrst +RmnH2mn −
1
6
RH2 + 5
24
H4
+
1
144
(H2)2 − 1
8
(H2mn)
2 − 1
4
εmnpqrsbmnRpqab(ω−)Rrsab(ω−)
]
+fermions . (6.7)
As a consequance, up to cubic fermions, the on-shell N = (1, 0) Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet
supergravity has the same supersymmetry transformations as the on-shell Einstein-Hilbert
supergravity given by (4.19).
Note that our on-shell Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet supergravity action precisely matches
the result derived in [46]. In fact, we have actually fixed the proportionality constant of
the α′ term in (6.6) by comparing the on-shell Lagrangian (6.7) with [46].
To conclude this section, let us comment further on the relevance of our result in
comparison with the analysis of Liu and Minasian in [46]. There, it was conjectured
that for the type II-string, the NSNS b2-field dependence in the R
4 corrections is nearly
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completely captured in terms of the torsionful Riemann tensor (5.11) (except for the CP-
odd sector). The claim was further investigated in [46] by fixing the one-loop four-derivative
corrections by means of a K3 reduction to six dimensions of type IIA and requiring that
the dyonic string remains as a solution and that the model remain dual to the heterotic
string compactified on T 4. In our work, we provided an alternative derivation of the four-
derivative corrections by exact supersymmetrization of the curvature squared invariants.
The fact that our results for the Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet supergravity match, and extend
off-shell, the results of [46] thereby provides strong evidence for their conjecture.
7 New curvature squared invariants with a linear multiplet compensator
In a conformal supergravity background described by the dilaton-Weyl multiplet, we con-
structed three independent curvature squared supergravity invariants in section 5. These
were all based on the B2 ∧H4 action principle of subsection 3.3. One of these invariants
was a locally superconformal extension of a four-derivative invariant for a linear multiplet.
A natural question one could ask is whether this is the only four-derivative superconformal
invariant for a linear multiplet. It turns out that this is not the case as one can simply
write down another local four-derivative superconformal invariant using a full superspace
integral as follows ∫
d6xd8θ E L1/2 , E := Ber[EM
A] , (7.1)
where L1/2 =
√
1
2L
ijLij and E is the Berezinian (or superdeterminant) of the superviel-
bein.13 Moreover, (7.1) does not coincide with the four-derivative linear multiplet invariant
of the previous sections since it is well-defined in the standard-Weyl multiplet (as it does
not involve the tensor multiplet).
As of yet, we do not have a manifestly superconformal component (or superform) rep-
resentation of the full superspace integral based on a primary density formula (or super-
form).14 For this reason, we will endeavour to make use of the manifestly superconformal
A action principle for the construction of a new local four-derivative invariant based on
the linear multiplet.15 In this section, we will then show that this new invariant leads
to curvature squared terms such that: (i) once added to the Einstein-Hilbert term in a
standard-Weyl multiplet background, the new invariant leads to a dynamical system with
consistent equations of motion for the D field which dynamically generates a cosmological
constant term that leads to (non-supersymmetric) (A)dS6 solutions; (ii) in a dilaton-Weyl
multiplet background the new invariant proves to have a nontrivial coupling to the dilaton
and is distinct from the curvature squared invariants constructed in section 5.
13The reader can look at [63, 77] for discussions about general properties of the full superspace integral
under local superconformal transformations.
14See [63] for a non-primary superform description of the full superspace integral based on the so-called
B action principle.
15This invariant presumably coincides with the one defined by the full superspace integral above.
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7.1 A new locally superconformal higher-derivative action for the linear mul-
tiplet
In [103] it was recently proven that, given a so-called real O∗(4) multiplet, which is a real
dimension −4 primary superfield T satisfying
T = T , ∇k(α∇β)kT = 0 =⇒ ∇i(α∇jβ)T = 0 , (7.2)
and a real O(4) multiplet which is a primary superfield T ijkl of dimension 8 satisfying
T ijkl = T (ijkl) , (T ijkl) = Tijkl , ∇(pα T ijkl) = 0 , (7.3)
it is possible to construct a manifestly locally superconformal action with the A action
principle. In fact, for any pair of O(4) and O(4)∗ multiplets, the following superfield
Aα
ijk := −iT∇αlT ijkl − 5iT ijkl∇αlT , (7.4)
proves to be a primary of dimension 9/2 satisfying the symmetry and reality conditions
Aαijk = Aα ijk and Aα
ijk = Aα
(ijk) together with the differential constraint ∇(i(αAβ)jkl) =
0, (3.25). Then, given any pair of real O(4) and O∗(4) multiplets one can construct a
manifestly locally superconformal action.
Using a linear (real O(2)) multiplet as in subsection 2.3 that is nowhere vanishing,
L2 = 12L
ijLij 6= 0, it is possible to construct a pair of composite real O(4) and O∗(4)
multiplets. The real O(4) multiplet superfield is
Lijkl := − 1
96
εαβγδ∇(iα∇jβ∇kγ∇l)δ L3/2 , (7.5)
and the real O∗(4) multiplet is L−1, which due to (2.41) obeys ∇k(α∇β)kL−1 = 0. This
implies that we can straightforwardly construct a new higher-derivative action for the linear
multiplet using the A action principle with
Aα
ijk := −iL−1∇αlLijkl − 5iLijkl∇αlL−1 . (7.6)
To show that, it suffices to focus on the bosonic part of this invariant. With the assistance
of the computer algebra program Cadabra [114, 115], we computed the bosonic part of the
action. The full result of this calculation is presented appendix C. For the scope of this
section, we can simplify the result (C.1) by going to a conformal and SU(2)R → U(1)R
gauge where
bm ≡ 0 , Lij = δijL , (7.7)
and neglect, besides the fermion fields, also the SU(2)R connection and curvature together
with the Ea and T
−
abc fields. This leads to
e−1Lnew−linear = − 1
12
L
1
2D − 1
20
L
1
2D2 − 1
12
DL−
1
2L+ 1
24
L−
3
2D(DaL)DaL
−5
8
L−
1
22L+ 15
8
L−
3
2 (DaL)∇aL+ 15
16
L−
3
2 (L)L
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+
5
32
L−
3
2 (∇a∇bL)∇a∇bL− 295
128
L−
5
2 (DaL)(DaL)L
−85
64
L−
5
2 (DaL)(DbL)∇a∇bL+ 1355
1024
L−
7
2 (DaL)(DaL)(DbL)DbL
+ · · · . (7.8)
Here we note that given a field φ constrained to be a Lorentz scalar conformal primary
(Kaφ = 0) of dimension ∆ (Dφ = ∆φ), as for instance the fields L and D, one finds
∇a∇bφ = DaDbφ− 2∆fabφ , (7.9a)
φ = D2φ− 2∆faaφ , (7.9b)
∇aφ = DaD2φ− 2∆fbbDaφ+ 4(2−∆)fabDbφ− 2∆(Dafbb)φ , (7.9c)
2φ = D4φ+ 8(2−∆)fabDaDbφ− 4(∆ + 1)faaD2φ
+4
(
(2−∆)(Dafab)−∆(Dbfaa)
)
Dbφ
−2∆
(
(D2faa)− 2(∆ + 2)(faa)2 − 4(∆− 2)fabfab
)
φ , (7.9d)
with
 := ∇a∇a , D2 := DaDa , D4 := (D2)2 , (7.10)
and
fab = −1
8
Rab + 1
80
ηabR , faa = − 1
20
R . (7.11)
The action Snew−linear based on (C.1) is locally superconformal invariant both in the
standard and dilaton-Weyl backgrounds for conformal supergravity. In the second case,
the reader should keep in mind that the D and T−abc fields are composite fields that should
be expressed in terms of σ and Habc by using (2.75). By looking at the relations (7.9)
it is clear that the new invariant Snew−linear includes RabRab and R2 curvature squared
terms. The exact contributions depend on the conformal supergravity background used.
We leave a detailed analysis and application of the new invariant for future work but we
now describe some simple properties of Snew−linear in a standard-Weyl and dilaton-Weyl
background, respectively.
7.2 The invariant in a standard-Weyl multiplet background, dynamically gen-
erated cosmological constant, dS6 and AdS6 solutions
Given two real constant parameters A and B, let us consider a linear combination
S = ASEH +BSnew−linear , (7.12)
of the Einstein-Hilbert term described by the action SEH (4.5) for a linear multiplet, and
the new invariant Snew−linear constructed in the previous subsection. In this subsection
we are going to analyse properties of the action (7.12) in a standard-Weyl multiplet back-
ground of conformal supergravity coupled only to a linear multiplet. We fix dilatations,
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special conformal transformations and SU(2)R → U(1)R by imposing the following gauge
conditions
BM = 0 , L
ij = δij , L = 1 , (7.13a)
which in components imply
bm = 0 , L
ij = δij , L = 1 , ϕi = 0 . (7.13b)
In this section, besides the fermions, we neglect the SU(2)R fields together with the Ea and
T−abc fields. Then, once imposed these restrictions and the gauge fixing (7.13) in (4.5) and
(7.8), up to total derivatives the action (7.12) becomes
S = −
∫
d6x e
{2A
5
(
R+ 1
3
D
)
+
B
20
(R+D)D + 15B
32
(
RabRab − 21
150
R2
)}
+ · · · . (7.14)
It is then clear that, thanks to the D2 term in the new invariant (7.8), the previous action
possesses a remarkable feature compared to the two-derivative linear multiplet action (4.5):
provided the constant B 6= 0, the dynamics for the D field is completely consistent without
the need of a second compensating multiplet. Note that this feature was noticed also in
[116] for models of 4D N = 2 supergravity including an off-shell scalar curvature squared
invariant constructed from a linear multiplet. What is also interesting about (7.14) is that
a cosmological constant is generated dynamically by integrating out the D field. This is
especially remarkable since, to the best of our knowledge, no supersymmetric N = (1, 0)
cosmological constant is known.
Let us integrate out the auxiliary field D from (7.14). Its equation of motion implies
D = −4A
3B
− 1
2
R+ · · · , (7.15)
where the ellipses refer to terms including SU(2)R gauge fields, Ea, and T
−
abc fields, together
with fermions, that we have neglected in this section. Inserting this result into (7.14) we
obtain
S =
2A
3
∫
d6x e
{ 2A
15B
− 1
2
R− 45B
64A
RabRab + 15B
128A
R2
}
+ · · · . (7.16)
After defining the cosmological constant as
Λ := − 2A
15B
, (7.17)
and choosing for convenience A = 3/2,
S = −
∫
d6x e
{
Λ +
1
2
R− 3
32Λ
(
RabRab − 1
6
R2
)}
+ · · · . (7.18)
Note that the dynamically generated cosmological constant Λ can take both positive and
negative values. It is straightforward to prove that the previous action possesses both dS6
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and AdS6 solutions. In fact, the relevant part of the metric equations of motion of (7.18)
reads
Gmn − gmnΛ− 3
16Λ
(
2RmrRnr − 1
2
gmnRrsRrs − 1
3
RRmn + 1
12
gmnR2
)
= 0 , (7.19)
with Gmn the Einstein tensor. The trace of (7.19) reads
R+ 3Λ− 3
32Λ
(
RmnRmn − 1
6
R2
)
= 0 . (7.20)
Let us consider an ansatz for an (A)dS6 metric
Rmnrs = k (gmrgns − gmsgnr) =⇒ R = 30 k , (7.21)
for a given real constant parameter k. Then we find that the trace equation (7.20) implies
k = − 1
10
Λ , (7.22)
which solves (7.19). Given that Λ 6= 0, we can have both dS6 or AdS6 solutions depending
on the sign of Λ.
It is also straightforward to show that these solutions cannot be supersymmetric. Note
that the gauge fixing conditions (7.13) leave the χi chiral matter fermion of the standard-
Weyl multiplet in the spectrum. Neglecting contributions from the SU(2)R and T
−
abc fields,
the residual gauge preserving supersymmetry transformation of χi follow from (2.20f)
δχi =
1
2
Dξi + · · · . (7.23)
A necessary condition for the dS6 or AdS6 backgrounds to possess unbroken supersymmetry
is then 0 ≡ δχi = D. The D equation of motion (7.15) for these solutions reads
D = −4A
3B
− 1
2
R = 10Λ− 15 k , (7.24)
which implies that in order for us to be able to set D = 0 we must have
k =
2
3
Λ . (7.25)
This result clearly conflicts with (7.22) given that Λ 6= 0. Thus the (A)dS6 solution (7.22)
cannot preserve supersymmetry. This is expected since it is known that the supersymmet-
ric extensions of the dS6 and AdS6 symmetry groups SO(1, 6) and SO(2, 5) describe two
real forms of the exceptional supergroup F(4), respectively F1(4) and F2(4), that possess
16 fermionic generators, see [117–121]. Hence it is necessary to consider extended 6D su-
pergravities if one is interested in supersymmetric (A)dS6 backgrounds. Nevertheless, we
find intriguing the existence of the non-supersymmetric (A)dS6 solutions triggered by the
non-trivial higher-derivative term described in this section.
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7.3 The invariant in a dilaton-Weyl background
A natural question to be asked is whether the new invariant constructed in this section is
independent of the ones described in section 5. It is simple to see that the answer is yes.
To prove this, it is first necessary to remember that all the invariants in section 5 were
defined in a dilaton-Weyl background for conformal supergravity. Hence, to compare the
results, in the new invariant described by (7.8) we need to express the D and T−abc fields
in terms of the fields σ and Habc of the tensor multiplet by using (2.75). It then suffices
to compare the results in the conformal and SU(2)R gauge given by (4.9). Besides the
gauge conditions mentioned before, for simplicity we neglect all fields in the supergravity
multiplet except the vielbein and the dilaton L = e−2v. In the equations in this subsection
the ellipses will indicate all the terms neglected as described above. It turns out that by
using the following relations that are consequences of (7.9)
D|σ=1 = 3
4
R+ · · · , (7.26a)
D|σ=1 = 3
4
D2R+ 9
20
R2 + · · · , (7.26b)
∇a∇bL = DaDbL+RabL− 1
10
ηabRL+ · · · , (7.26c)
L = D2L+ 2
5
RL+ · · · , (7.26d)
∇aL = DaD2L+RabDbL+ 3
10
RDaL+ 2
5
LDaR+ · · · , (7.26e)
2L = D4L+ 2RabDaDbL+ 4
5
RD2L+ 6
5
(DaR)DaL
+L
(2
5
D2R−RabRab + 19
50
R2
)
+ · · · , (7.26f)
one can obtain from (7.8) the following Lagrangian for the new invariant in a dilaton-Weyl
background
e−1Lnew−linear = e−v
[ 25
32
RabRab − 1
5
R2 − 5
16
D2R+ 15
8
RabDaDbv − 5
16
RD2v
− 25
16
Rab(Dav)Dbv − 5
32
R(Dav)Dav + 5
4
D4v + 5
2
(Dav)DaD2v
− 5(Dav)D2Dav − 35
8
(DaDbv)DaDbv + 5
4
(D2v)2
− 15
8
(Dav)(Dbv)DaDbv − 25
16
(Dav)(Dav)D2v
+
35
64
(Dav)(Dav)(Dbv)Dbv
]
+ · · · (7.27)
It is evident that it not possible to express the previous invariant as a linear combination
of the three invariants constructed in section 5. The new invariant appears multiplied by
a different factor of the dilaton and it includes higher-derivative terms for v. We leave
the analysis of possible dynamical features of the new invariant studied in this section for
future work and now come back to analysing in detail physical properties of the Einstein-
Gauss-Bonnet supergravity of section 6.
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8 Spectrum of Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet supergravity about AdS3 × S3
In this section, we elaborate on the derivation of the spectrum of the Einstein-Gauss-
Bonnet supergravity about the supersymmetric AdS3 × S3 vacuum whose main results
were originally presented in [40]. Although the spectrum of the short multiplets can be
inferred from [42, 43], the spectrum of the long multiplets computed here comprises new
results. As the AdS energies of the long-multiplet states are not protected by shortening
conditions and depend on the detail of the theory, they cannot be obtained by the group
theory based approach of [42]. We therefore adopted the same method as [43] by solving
the linearized equations for supegravity fields about the supersymmetric AdS vacuum.
Before turning to the main technical discussion, it is important to underline that, in
order to precisely adhere to the results presented in [40], in this section we decided to use
the same conventions as [40]. These differ compared to the conventions we use elsewhere
in this paper. To avoid possible confusion, the reader should consider results presented in
this section as self-contained.
In particular, as in [40], in this section we adopt the conventions of [60, 70] with the ex-
ception of a sign difference in the parity transformation and, consequently, the Levi-Civita
tensor (which agrees with the one in our paper).16 Other differences of conventions used in
this section are: the six-dimensional vector indices here are labeled by µ, ν, · · · ; the Lorentz
and SU(2)R connections and curvatures, which here will be denoted as (ωµ
ab, Rµν
ab) instead
of (ωm
ab,Rmnab) and (Vµij , Fµνij) instead of (Vmij ,Rmnij), all have a sign flip compared
to the same tensors in the rest of the paper; the vielbein eµ
a (up to the nomenclature for
the curved 6D indices) and the field σ are identical to the ones in the rest of the paper;
the gauge 2-form and its field strength 3-form here will be denoted by Bµν and Hµνρ but
they are otherwise identical to bmn and hmnp of the rest of the paper; the scalar field L
ij of
the linear multiplet is identical to the one of the rest of the paper with the difference that
in this section we use the definition L2 := LijLij ; the derivatives ∇µ used in this section
(which should not be confused with the locally superconformally covariant derivatives of
the rest of the paper) are solely defined in terms of the metric and are the standard general
coordinate covariant derivatives possessing no other connections other than the Levi-Civita
connection.
Before continuing our analysis, it is also worth giving the Einstein-Hilbert and Gauss-
Bonnet supergravity invariants in these conventions. After assuming the gauge fixing con-
ditions
σ = 1 , Lij =
1√
2
δijL , ψ
i = 0 , bµ = 0 , (8.1)
and applying the decomposition of the original SU(2)R gauge field V
ij
µ under the residual
U(1)R symmetry
V ijµ = V
′
µ
ij +
1
2
δijVµ , (8.2)
up to fermionic terms, the Lagrangian of Einstein-Hilbert supergravity takes the form
e−1LEH = LR+ L−1∂µL∂µL− 1
12
LHµνρH
µνρ − 4LZµZ¯µ − 1
2
L−1EµEµ +
√
2EµVµ
16See appendix D to compare the conventions of [70] with the ones of the rest of our paper.
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+fermions , (8.3)
where we have defined
Zµ = V
′11
µ + iV
′12
µ . (8.4)
The off-shell Gauss-Bonnet invariant (6.4) and in the conformal and SU(2)R → U(1)R
gauge takes the form
e−1LGB = RµνρσRµνρσ − 4RµνRµν +R2 + 12RµνρσHµνλHρσλ −RµνH2µν + 16RH2
+ 1144(H
2)2 − 18(H2µν)2 + 524H4 + 14µνρσλτBµνRρσαβ(ω+)Rλτ βα(ω+)
−2µνρσλτBµνFρσ(Z)F¯λτ (Z) + 12µνρσλτBµνFρσ(V )Fλτ (V )
+fermions , (8.5)
where
Fµν(Z) = 2∂[µZν] − 2iV[µZν] , Fµν(V ) = 2∂[µVν] + 4iZ[µZ¯ν] . (8.6)
Note that Rµν
α
β(ω+), which later will also be simply denoted by R
+
µν
α
β, is the Riemann
tensor defined with a torsionfull connection ω±µcd := ωµcd ± 12eµaHacd.17
The total Lagrangian of the Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet supergravity is parametrized as
(for convenience we set κ2 = 1)
Ltot = LEH + α′16LGB . (8.7)
Accordingly, the equation of motion for the dilaton field L is given by
R+ L−2∂µL∂µL− 2L−1L− 112H2 − 4ZµZ¯µ + 12L−2EµEµ = 0 , (8.8)
where we underline that the GB invariant is independent of the dilaton field L. Using the
equation above, the Einstein equation with Gauss-Bonnet correction can be written as
LRµν = ∇µ∇νL− L−1∂µL∂νL+ 14LHµρλHνρλ + 4LZ(µZ¯ν) + 12L−1EµEν
−
√
2E(µVν) +
1
2gµν(
√
2EρV
ρ − L−1EρEρ)− α′16Eµν , (8.9)
where Eµν is the contribution from supersymmetric Gauss-Bonnet action and takes the
form
Eµν = 2RRµν − 4RµλRλν − 4RµρνλRρλ + 2RµρλσRνρλσ
−∇σ∇ρ
(
H(µ
σλHρν)λ
)
+ 12R
α
βρσHα
β
(µH
ρσ
ν) +
3
2R
α
βσ(µHν)λ
σHα
βλ
−2Rρ(µH2ν)ρ − 2RρσHµρλHνσλ − 12H2µν − 12gµν∇ρ∇λH2ρλ +∇ρ∇(µH2ν)ρ
+16RµνH
2 + 12RH
2
µν +
1
6gµνH
2 − 16∇µ∇νH2 + 124H2H2µν
−14H2µλH2λν − 12HµλαHνσαH2λσ + 512HµαλHνβσH2αβ, λσ + 56H2µλ, βσH2ν β, λσ
−2∇β
(
R+λτβ(µ ∗Hν)λτ
)−R+λτ β(µHν)βσ ∗Hσλτ − 12gµνLGB P−even term . (8.10)
17The fact that in (8.5) Rab
cd(ω+) appears instead of Rab
cd(ω−), as in (6.4), is simply due to the sign
difference in the definition of the Lorentz connection and curvature in this section.
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In the expression above, LGB P−even term indicates the parity-even part of the GB La-
grangian (8.5) (meaning every term in (8.5) except the last three) and we have defined
H2µλ,νσ := HµλρHρ
νσ, H2µν = gλσH
2µλ, νσ . (8.11)
The two-form equation of motion takes the form
0 = ∇ρ
(
LHρµν + α
′
8 S
ρµν
)
+α
′
16
µνρσλτ
(
Fρσ(V )Fλτ (V )− 4Fρσ(Z)Fλτ (Z) + 1
4
Rρσ
α
β(ω+)Rλτ
β
α(ω+)
)
, (8.12)
where Sρµν is given by
Sρµν = −3Rλσ[ρµHν]λσ + 6Rλ[ρHλµν] −RHρµν − 112H2Hρµν + 32H2λ[ρHλµν]
−52H [ρλσH2µ|λ|, ν]σ + 3R+λσ [µν ∗Hρ]λσ . (8.13)
The equations of motion for the auxiliary fields Vµ, Zµ and its complex conjugate, and the
gauge 4-form bµνρλ, whose field strength is associated to Eµ, are given as follows:
LZµ − α′48τρσµνλHτρσFνλ(Z) = 0 , (8.14a)
√
2Vµ − L−1Eµ = 0 , (8.14b)
√
2Eµ − α′24τρσµνλHτρσFνλ(V ) = 0 . (8.14c)
It is well known that the off-shell 6D N = (1, 0) Einstein-Hilbert action admits a maximally
supersymmetric AdS3×S3 vacuum with a metric, 3-form flux, and dilaton field of the form
ds26 = %
2
(
ds2AdS3 + ds
2
S3
)
, H(3) = 2%
(
ΩAdS3 − ΩS3
)
, L = 1 , (8.15)
where ds2AdS3 and ds
2
S3 are the metrics on the unit radius AdS3 and S
3, and ΩAdS3 and ΩS3
denote their volume forms. This metric has vanishing Weyl tensor and Ricci scalar
Cµνρλ = 0 , R = 0 , (8.16)
similarly to the maximally supersymmetric AdS5×S5 solution in 10D IIB superstring the-
ory. By substituting the ansatz (8.15) into the α′-corrected equations of motion given above,
we have explicitly checked that (8.15) remains a solution. Moreover, the supersymmetry
of the solution is also unaffected by the inclusion of the Gauss-Bonnet supergravity action,
because the off-shell supersymmetry transformations are independent of the equations of
motion.
In the following, we shall study the spectrum of fluctuations around the vacuum solu-
tion (8.15). We split the six-dimensional indices into to 3 external indices on AdS3 labeled
by µˆ, νˆ, ρˆ, · · · and 3 internal indices on S3 labeled by mˆ, nˆ, pˆ, · · · . The metric fluctuations
around the supersymmetric AdS3 × S3 vacuum are parametrized as (here we adopt the
strategy used in [43])
hµˆνˆ = Hµˆνˆ + g¯µˆνˆM , g¯
µˆνˆHµˆνˆ = 0 , (8.17a)
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hµˆmˆ = Kµˆmˆ , (8.17b)
hmˆnˆ = Lmˆnˆ + g¯mˆnˆN , g¯
mˆnˆLmˆnˆ = 0 , (8.17c)
where g¯µˆνˆ and g¯mˆnˆ are the metric of unit radius on AdS3 and S
3, respectively. The zero-
and two-form fields fluctuations are parametrized as
L = 1 + φ , bµˆνˆ = µˆνˆρˆX
ρˆ , bmˆnˆ = mˆnˆρˆU
ρˆ , bµˆmˆ = Wµˆmˆ , (8.18)
and for fluctuations associated with the one-forms Vµ and Zµ, we retain the same symbols.
Since Eµ is fully determined by Vµ via (8.14b), which should be used in (8.14c) to obtain a
closed equation similar to (8.14a), we do not give a separate discussion on Eµ. We impose
the following gauge fixing conditions
∇mˆh{mˆnˆ} = 0 , ∇mˆhmˆµˆ = 0 , ∇mˆbmˆµ = 0 , ∇mˆVmˆ = 0 , (8.19)
where { · · · } denotes the complete traceless symmetrization of a set of indices. As a con-
sequence of the previous gauge conditions, the fluctuations can be expanded in terms of
harmonic functions on S3 as
Hµˆνˆ(x, y) =
∑
H
(` ,0)
µˆνˆ (x)Y
(` ,0)(y) , (8.20a)
M(x, y) =
∑
M (` ,0)(x)Y (` ,0)(y) , (8.20b)
Kµˆmˆ(x, y) =
∑
K
(` ,±1)
µˆ (x)Y
(` ,±1)
µ (y) , (8.20c)
Lmˆnˆ(x, y) =
∑
L(` ,±2)(x)Y (` ,±2)mˆnˆ (y) , (8.20d)
N(x, y) =
∑
N (` ,0)(x)Y (` ,0) , (8.20e)
φ(x, y) =
∑
φ(` ,0)(x)Y (` ,0) , (8.20f)
Xµˆ(x, y) =
∑
X
(` ,0)
µˆ (x)Y
(` ,0)(y) , (8.20g)
Umˆ(x, y) =
∑
U (` ,0)(x)∂mˆY
(` ,0)(y) , (8.20h)
Wµˆmˆ =
∑
W
(` ,±1)
µˆ (x)Y
(` ,±1)
mˆ (y) , (8.20i)
Zµˆ(x, y) =
∑
Z
(` ,0)
µˆ (x)Y
(` ,0)(y) , (8.20j)
Zmˆ(x, y) =
∑[
Z(` ,±1)(x)Y (` ,±1)mˆ (y) + Z
(` ,0)(x)∂mˆY
(` ,0)(y)
]
, (8.20k)
Vµˆ(x, y) =
∑
V
(` ,0)
µˆ (x)Y
(` ,0)(y) , (8.20l)
Vmˆ(x, y) =
∑
V (` ,±1)(x)Y (` ,±1)mˆ (y) , (8.20m)
where, in the parametrization we are using, we have denoted with x the coordinates of AdS3
and with y the coordinates of S3, respectively. Here we omitted several mathematical de-
tails with regard to harmonic expansion of the fluctuations which can be found in [43] (for
instance, all longitudinal gauge modes can be removed by a field dependent gauge trans-
formation generated by the harmonic non-zero modes). The harmonic functions Y (`1,`2)
with various spins satisfy
∇2yY (` ,0) = −`(2 + `)Y (` ,0) , (8.21a)
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mˆ
nˆpˆ∂nˆY
(` ,±1)
pˆ = ±(`+ 1)Y (` ,±1)mˆ , (8.21b)
mˆ
pˆqˆ∇pˆY (` ,±2)qˆnˆ = ±(`+ 1)Y (` ,±2)mˆnˆ . (8.21c)
Since the isometry group of S3 is SU(2)×SU(2), the harmonic functions can also be labelled
using the two SU(2) quantum numbers denoted by (j , j¯). The relation between (j , j¯) and
(`1 , `2) is given by
j = 12(`1 + `2) , j¯ =
1
2(`1 − `2) . (8.22)
The AdS3 part of the fluctuations can also be expanded in terms of harmonics on AdS3.
We denote the AdS3 harmonics by Ξ
(E ,s)(x) where (E , s) are related to the SL(2,R) ×
SL(2,R) quantum numbers (h, h¯) by
h = 12(E + s) , h¯ =
1
2(E − s) . (8.23)
Then we have
H
(` ,0)
µˆνˆ (x) =
∑[
H(E ,±2)⊗(` ,0)Ξ(E ,±2)µˆνˆ (x) +H
(E ,±1)⊗(` ,0)∇{µˆΞ(E ,±1)νˆ} (x)
+H(E ,0)⊗(` ,0)∇{µˆ∇νˆ}Ξ(E ,0)(x)
]
, (8.24a)
M (` ,0)(x) =
∑
M (E ,0)⊗(` ,0)Ξ(E ,0)(x) , (8.24b)
K
(` ,±1)
µˆ =
∑[
K(E ,±1)⊗(` ,±1)Ξ(E ,±1)µˆ +K
(E ,0)⊗(` ,±1)∂µˆΞ(E ,0)
]
, (8.24c)
L(` ,±2)(x) =
∑
L(E ,0)⊗(` ,±2)Ξ(E ,0)(x) , (8.24d)
N (` ,0)(x) =
∑
N (E ,0)⊗(` ,0)Ξ(E ,0)(x) , (8.24e)
φ(` ,0)(x) =
∑
φ(E ,0)⊗(` ,0)Ξ(E ,0)(x) , (8.24f)
X
(` ,0)
µˆ =
∑[
X(E ,±1)⊗(` ,0)Ξ(E ,±1)µˆ +X
(E ,0)⊗(` ,0)∂µˆΞ(E ,0)
]
, (8.24g)
U (` ,0)(x) =
∑
U (E ,0)⊗(` ,0)Ξ(E ,0)(x) , (8.24h)
W
(` ,±1)
µˆ =
∑[
W (E ,±1)⊗(` ,±1)Ξ(E ,±1)µˆ +W
(E ,0)⊗(` ,±1)∂µˆΞ(E ,0)
]
, (8.24i)
Z
(` ,0)
µˆ =
∑[
Z(E ,±1)⊗(` ,0)Ξ(E ,±1)µˆ + Z
(E ,0)⊗(` ,0)∂µˆΞ(E ,0)
]
, (8.24j)
Z(` ,±1) =
∑
Z(E ,0)⊗(` ,±1)Ξ(E ,0) , (8.24k)
Z(` ,0) =
∑
Z(E ,0)⊗(` ,0)Ξ(E ,0) , (8.24l)
V
(` ,0)
µˆ =
∑[
V (E ,±1)⊗(` ,0)Ξ(E ,±1)µˆ + V
(E ,0)⊗(` ,0)∂µˆΞ(E ,0)
]
, (8.24m)
V (` ,±1) =
∑
V (E ,0)⊗(` ,±1)Ξ(E ,0) , (8.24n)
where the harmonic functions Ξ(E ,s) on AdS3 satisfy
∇2xΞ(E ,0) = −E(E − 2)Ξ(E ,0) , (8.25a)
µˆ
νˆρˆ∂νˆΞ
(E ,±1)
ρˆ = ±(E − 1)Ξ(E ,±1)µˆ , (8.25b)
µˆ
ρˆσˆ∇ρˆΞ(E ,±2)σˆνˆ = ±(E − 1)Ξ(E ,±2)µˆνˆ . (8.25c)
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The harmonic functions on S3 and AdS3 are known explicitly, and we have implemented
them in a Mathematica code. After substituting the harmonic expansion of the fluctua-
tions to the equations of motion and noticing that modes with different quantum numbers
decouple from each other, we can derive a set of algebraic equations relating E to `, from
which we can solve E in terms of `. The results are schematically listed below where we
have also introduced the dimensionless parameter
α˜ := α′/%2 . (8.26)
Without any ambiguity and for succinctness, in the following we suppress the (E , `) in the
labelling of various expansion coefficients.
• (|s| , `2) = (2 , 0) sector
We obtain
(E − 2− `) (1 + α˜− 12Eα˜)H(2 ,0) = 0 , (E − 2− `) (12Eα˜+ 1)H(−2 ,0) = 0 , (8.27)
from which we find 4 towers of propagating degrees of freedom labelled by their
quantum numbers(
(E = 2+` , 2)⊕ (E = 2+ 2α˜ , 2)⊕ (E = 2+` ,−2)⊕ (E = − 2α˜ ,−2)
)
⊗ (` , 0) . (8.28)
• (|s| , |`2|) = (1 , 1) sector
In this sector, from the gµˆνˆ and Bµˆνˆ equations , we obtain(
A±± B±±
B±± A±±
)(
K(±1 ,±1)
W (±1 ,±1)
)
= 0 , (8.29)
where the elements of the 2× 2 mixing matrices are given by
A++ = 2− E + `+
(
1− 12E + 32`+ 14(E − `)2
)
α˜ , (8.30a)
A+− = (E − 2− `)
(
E + `+
(
1− 12(E − `)− 14(E + `)2
)
α˜
)
, (8.30b)
A−+ = (E − 2− `)
(
E + `+
(
1− 12(E − `) + 14(E + `)2
)
α˜
)
, (8.30c)
A−− = 2− E + `−
(
1− 32E + 12`+ 14(E − `)2
)
α˜ , (8.30d)
B++ =
1
4
(
E2 − (2 + `)2)α˜− 2 , (8.30e)
B+− = (E − 2− `)
(
2 + 14(`
2 − E2)α˜) , (8.30f)
B−+ = −(E − 2− `)
(
2 + (E + `)
(
1− 14(E − `)
)
α˜
)
, (8.30g)
B−− = 2 + 14
(
`2 − (E − 2)2) α˜ . (8.30h)
The existence of nontrivial solutions for K(1 ,1) and W (1 ,1) requires
(E − 4− `)(E − `) (−1− 12 α˜+ 12Eα˜) = 0 , (8.31)
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which leads to 3 infinite towers of propagating degrees of freedom(
(E = 4 + ` , 1)⊕ (E = ` , 1)⊕ (E = 1 + 2α˜ , 1)
)
⊗ (` , 1) . (8.32)
The existence of nontrivial solutions for K(1 ,−1) and W (1 ,−1) requires
(E − 2− `)2 (−1− 12 α˜+ 12Eα˜) = 0 , (8.33)
which leads to 3 infinite towers of propagating degrees of freedom(
2× (E = 2 + ` , 1)⊕ (E = 1 + 2α˜ , 1)
)
⊗ (` ,−1) . (8.34)
The existence of nontrivial solutions for K(−1 ,1) and W (−1 ,1) requires
(E − 2− `)2 (1− 12 α˜+ 12Eα˜) = 0 , (8.35)
which leads to 3 infinite towers of propagating degrees of freedom(
2× (E = 2 + ` ,−1)⊕ (E = 1− 2α˜ ,−1)
)
⊗ (` , 1) . (8.36)
The existence of nontrivial solutions for K(−1 ,−1) and W (−1 ,−1) requires
(E − 4− `)(E − `) (1− 12 α˜+ 12Eα˜) = 0 , (8.37)
which leads to 3 infinite towers of propagating degrees of freedom(
(E = 4 + ` ,−1)⊕ (E = ` ,−1)⊕ (E = 1− 2α˜ ,−1)
)
⊗ (` ,−1) . (8.38)
• (|s| , |`2|) = (1 , 0) sector
In this sector we obtain the following conditions
α˜X(1 ,0) − (4− α˜(E − 3))H(1 ,0) = 0 , (8.39a)
α˜(E − 3)(E + 1)H(1 ,0) − (4− α˜(E + 1))X(1 ,0) = 0 , (8.39b)(
4 + α˜(E + 1)
)
H(−1 ,0) − α˜X(−1 ,0) = 0 , (8.39c)
α˜(E − 3)(E + 1)H(−1 ,0) − (4 + α˜(E − 3))X(−1 ,0) = 0 . (8.39d)
Nontrivial solutions for H(±1 ,0) and X(±1 ,0) exist if
E = 1± 2α˜ . (8.40)
From the equations of motion of Zµ and Vµ, it can readily be deduced that nonvan-
ishing Z(±1 ,0) and V (±1 ,0) requires
E = 1± 2α˜ . (8.41)
In total, this sector contains 8 infinite towers of propagating degrees of freedom(
4× (E = 1± 2α˜ ,±1)
)
⊗ (` , 0) . (8.42)
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• (s , |`2|) = (0 , 2) sector
We obtain the conditions
(E − 2− `)(12`α˜+ 1)L(0 ,2) = 0 , (E − 2− `)(1− α˜− 12`α˜)L(0 ,−2) = 0 . (8.43)
For L(0 ,±2) to be nonvanishing, it is necessary to impose
E = 2 + ` . (8.44)
Thus this sector contains 2 infinite towers of propagating degrees of freedom
(E = 2 + ` , 0)⊗ (` ,±2) . (8.45)
• (s , |`2|) = (0 , 1) sector
Explicit computation shows that this sector does not contain any dynamical degrees
of freedom.
• (s , `2) = (0 , 0) sector
In this sector we obtain the following conditions
0 =
(
1 + α˜2
)(
E(E − 2) + 3`(`+ 2)
)
H(0 ,0) − 3(1 + 2α˜)M (0 ,0) − 9N (0 ,0)
−6φ(0 ,0) + 32(E + `)(E − `− 2)α˜X(0 ,0) , (8.46a)
0 =
(
24 + 6E − 3E2 + 8`+ 4`2 + (24 + 6E − 3E2 + 14`+ 7`2)α˜)N (0 ,0)
−
(
12`(`+ 2) + α˜`(`+ 2)
(
12 + 2E − E2 + 2`+ `2))U (0 ,0)
+3(`+ 2)`M (0 ,0) + 2`(`+ 2)φ(0 ,0) , (8.46b)
0 = 3M (0 ,0) + (1− 2α˜)N (0 ,0) + 2φ(0 ,0) − α˜2 (E + `)(E − `− 2)U (0 ,0) , (8.46c)
0 = (E − 3)(E + 1)H(0 ,0) − 3(M (0 ,0) +N (0 ,0) + φ(0 ,0) − V (0 ,0) − U (0 ,0)) , (8.46d)
0 = α˜2 (E + `)(E − `− 2)(E + 1)(E − 3)H(0 ,0) − 9N (0 ,0) − 6φ(0 ,0)
−3
(
(E + `)(E − `− 2)− α˜2 (5E2 − 10E − 2`− `2)
)
V (0 ,0)
+
(
9− 3α˜2
(
12− 2E + E2 − 2`− `2))M (0 ,0) , (8.46e)
0 = −3M (0 ,0) − 2φ(0 ,0) +
(
3 + α˜2
(
12 + 2E − E2 + 2`+ `2))N (0 ,0)
+
(
(E + `)(E − `− 2) + α˜2
(
E2 − 2E − 5`2 − 10`))U (0,0) . (8.46f)
After diagnonalizing the equations above, we obtain the following condition
(E−`−4)2(E−`)2(E+`−2)2(E+`+2)2( α˜2E−1)(1−α˜+ α˜2E)( α˜2 `−1)(1+α˜+ α˜2 `) = 0 .
(8.47)
Therefore, this sector contains 6 infinite towers of propagating degrees of freedom(
2×(E = 4+ ` , 0)⊕2×(E = ` , 0)⊕(E = 2α˜ , 0)⊕(E = 2− 2α˜ , 0))⊗ (` , 0) . (8.48)
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We now proceed to arrange the states above into multiplets of SU(1, 1|2). The spectrum
of the 2-derivative theory (8.3) has been studied before in various works [42, 43]. It contains
only the short multiplets of SU(1, 1|2) dressed by irreducible representations of the extra
SL(2,R)× SU(2). A short multiplet of SU(1, 1|2) has the structure
(h, j) , 2× (h+ 12 , j − 12) , (h+ 1, j − 1) , h = j , (8.49)
where h and j label the representations of the SL(2,R) × SU(2) bosonic subgroup inside
SU(1, 1|2). Since the total isometry group associated with the maximally supersymmetric
AdS3 × S3 vacuum is SU(1, 1|2) × SL(2,R) × SU(2), we also introduce (h¯, j¯) to label the
irreducible representations of the extra SL(2,R) × SU(2) group. Eventually, we denote
the short multiplet (8.49) by DS(h¯,j¯)(h, j)S. The spectrum of the 2-derivative theory (8.3)
consists of the following multiplets labeled by an integer n ≥ 0
DS(
n+4
2 ,
n
2 )(n2 ,
n
2 )S , DS
(
n+1
2 ,
n+1
2 )(n+32 ,
n+3
2 )S , DS
(
n+3
2 ,
n+3
2 )(n+12 ,
n+1
2 )S ,
DS(
n+4
2 ,
n
2 )(n+22 ,
n+2
2 )S , DS
(
n+2
2 ,
n+2
2 )(n+22 ,
n+2
2 )S , DS
(
n+4
2 ,
n
2 )(n+42 ,
n+4
2 )S . (8.50)
We see from the spectrum of the Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet supergravity that the α˜-independent
spectrum fits nicely into the multiplets structure above. In fact the short multiplets are still
present in the EGB theory and are unaffected by α′-corrections, which has to be the case
since BPS conditions render these multiplets protected. Note that we have not studied the
fermionic spectrum here. However, there seems to be a unique way to arrange the bosonic
spectrum into the supermultiplets which strongly indicates that the fermions should just
naturally arrange to complete the supermultiplets we have obtained. We leave the explicit
calculation of the fermionic spectrum to future work.
On the top of the infinite tower of short multiplets described above, the inclusion of
the supersymmetric Gauss-Bonnet invariant gives rise to 4 new long multiplets possessing
the following structure
(h, j) , 2× (h+ 12 , j − 12) , (h+ 1, j − 1) ,
(h+ 12 , j +
1
2) , 2× (h+ 1, j) , (h+ 32 , j − 12) . (8.51)
The 4 long multiplets whose AdS3 energies are independent of the KK level are denoted
by
DS(
1
α˜ ,
n
2 )( 1α˜ +
1
2 ,
n+1
2 )L , DS
(1− 1α˜ ,
n
2 )(− 1α˜ − 1, n2 )L
DS(1−
1
α˜ ,
n
2 )(− 1α˜ − 12 , n+12 )L , DS(
1
α˜ ,
n
2 )( 1α˜ ,
n
2 )L , n ≥ 0 . (8.52)
For a SU(1, 1|2) long multiplet, h is not equal to j and unitarity requires h > j.
In summary, (8.50) and (8.52) comprise the full spectrum of the Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet
supergravity about the supersymmetric AdS3×S3 vacuum, where it is understood that
states with negative SU(2) label should be removed. The massless states are the usual
graviton and a massless scalar residing in the two multiplets
DS2,0(0, 0)S , DS
1,1(1, 1)S , (8.53)
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consistent with the results of [43]. Although gauge fields in AdS3 do not have local de-
grees of freedom, we prefer to keep the massless graviton in the spectrum as it carries
information about the non-trivial boundary dynamics. The fact that the α′ dependent
states can be nicely arranged into SU(1, 1|2) long multiplets provides a further check of the
supersymmetry of the GB invariant.
9 Conclusion
In this paper we have described the supersymmetric completion of several curvature-
squared invariants for N = (1, 0) supergravity in six dimensions. By employing the dilaton-
Weyl multiplet of conformal supergravity we have described supersymmetric completions
for the three possible purely gravitational curvature-squared terms, Riemann, Ricci, and
scalar curvature-squared, where in the last case a coupling to a conformal compensator,
which we have chosen to be a linear multiplet, was necessary.
We also constructed a novel locally superconformal invariant based on a higher-derivative
action for the linear multiplet which can be defined both in the standard-Weyl or dilaton-
Weyl multiplet for conformal supergravity leading to new classes of curvature-squared terms
in both cases. In the case of the dilaton-Weyl multiplet, the new invariant leads to the
Lagrangian (7.27), which includes Ricci and scalar curvature-squared terms together with
a nontrivial dependence on the dilaton field, as for instance an overall multiplicative factor
of e−v, which clearly distinguishes this invariant from the other three invariants described
in section 5.
To our knowledge, our analysis of curvature-squared invariants for N = (1, 0) su-
pergravity in six dimensions is the most complete to date and it has already allowed us
to study some interesting applications of these results. For instance, by extending the
results presented in [40], we described the Gauss-Bonnet invariant in detail and added
to it the off-shell supersymmetric extension of the Einstein-Hilbert term to obtain the
Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet supergravity, which plays a central role in the effective low-energy
description of α′-corrected string theory compactified to six dimensions. We gave the su-
persymmetry transformations for the on-shell Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet supergravity for the
first time, showing that up to cubic fermion terms there is no α′ correction. Moreover, we
provided a detailed analysis of the spectrum about the AdS3×S3 solution which is relevant
to holographic studies.
As an application of the new invariant described in section 7, we have shown how
a linear combination of such an invariant and the supersymmetric Einstein-Hilbert term
leads to a dynamically generated cosmological constant and non-supersymmetric (A)dS6
solutions. This result was based on the fact that in a standard-Weyl multiplet there
exist D2 terms in the action for the auxiliary field D. Such a term is remarkable since,
unlike the pure Einstein-Hilbert supergravity, the equation of motion for D is consistent
even in a standard-Weyl multiplet background and remains the case when coupled to the
supersymmetric Einstein-Hilbert term. Moreover, D remains an auxiliary field even in the
higher-derivative theory and can be algebraically integrated out leading to a cosmological
constant term on-shell. To underline the importance of this mechanism in regards to the
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cosmological constant, we should stress that, to our knowledge, no supersymmetric pure
cosmological constant term has ever been constructed in the literature for 6D N = (1, 0)
minimal supergravity.
We believe that our studies open the avenue for various generalizations and, as already
pointed out in the introduction, we expect the results in our paper might find several
applications. Let us now briefly comment on some of these possibilities.
The fact that all the invariants presented in this paper possess manifest off-shell su-
persymmetry makes it trivial to add them to other known off-shell models and matter
couplings. For instance, it is straightforward to consider vector multiplets coupled to the
higher-derivative supergravity invariants in our paper. Since in our paper we have focused
on Poincare´ supergravity models based on the use of a compensating linear multiplet, which
preserves a U(1)R symmetry off-shell, it is clear that in general the addition of a coupling
between the vector multiplets and the linear multiplet [48] on-shell will generate a potential
for the dilaton field together with a gauged R-symmetry exactly as in [60]. It was noted
in [60] that the simple case of the gauged minimal 6D supergravity, where only one vector
multiplet is coupled to the minimal ungauged supergravity (reviewed in section 4), leads to
a version of the Salam-Sezgin model. It is straightforward to show that the supersymmetric
Minkowski4×S2 solution is preserved also when any of the three curvature-squared invari-
ants of section 5, including the Gauss-Bonnet one, is added to the two-derivative gauged
model but it would be interesting to study the stability properties of this background in
the presence of the higher-derivative terms. For instance, the perturbative stability of the
Salam-Sezgin model extended by the Riemann squared invariant was studied in [61], where
it was found that the inclusion of the supersymmetric Riemann squared term introduces
tachyonic modes around the supersymmetric Minkowski4 × S2 solution. We expect that
this will not be the case if the Gauss-Bonnet invariant instead of the Riemann squared
invariant is added to the original Salam-Sezgin model.
More generally, it would be of interest to extend the analysis of our paper by considering
the higher-derivative dynamics of general systems of vector multiplets, hypermultiplets,
and tensor multiplets coupled to conformal supergravity. For instance, a fully α′-corrected
description of the gauged supergravity of the Salam-Sezgin model might include many
others curvature-squared terms including F 4 interactions. It is then natural to seek off-shell
(1, 0) supersymmetric extensions of four-derivative terms for vector multiplets by using our
techniques and extending the 5D analysis of [122]. To study general couplings, including
higher-derivative ones, of off-shell hypermultiplets to conformal supergravity one could use
the projective superspace approach of [77], based on the formalism developed in the last
decade for supergravity theories with eight supercharges in 2 ≤ D ≤ 5, see, e.g., [55, 81,
123–129] for relevant papers on the subject. On the other hand, the off-shell description of a
general system of (1, 0) tensor multiplets is less developed and would be a very interesting
avenue of research. There have been proposals for an off-shell extension of the tensor
multiplets which, similarly to the off-shell 6D charged hypermultiplets of [77], includes an
infinite number of auxiliary fields, see [107] and more recently [77], which could be used to
construct general higher-derivative interactions for the tensor multiplets in a standard-Weyl
multiplet background for conformal supergravity. It is natural to then wonder if and how
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one could use these multiplets to describe general higher-derivative interactions, including
the curvature-squared ones, based solely on a standard-Weyl multiplet and not the dilaton-
Weyl used for the invariants in section 5. In this framework it would be intriguing to verify
whether the mechanisms of consistency of the dynamics of D and for dynamical generation
of a cosmological constant described in section 7 remain general features of curvature-
squared models in the standard-Weyl multiplet.
Compactifications of the 6D GB invariant to 5 and 4 dimensions are also potentially
interesting for various purposes. First of the all, the dimensional reduction leads to lower
dimensional GB invariants coupled to matter multiplets, which can be viewed as super-
symmetrizaton of a particular class of the Horndeski scalar-tensor model widely studied
in cosmology. The matter multiplets can be consistently truncated out preserving off-shell
supersymmetry and the resulting invariants based solely on the off-shell supergravity mul-
tiplet can be compared to the existing supersymmetrization of GB invariants in 5D [54]
and 4D [52]. In the 4D STU model, [130] proposed a string-string-string duality based on
the properties of the 2-derivative Lagrangian. In the context of string theory, this duality
should persist to all order in the α′ expansion. A first nontrivial check can be performed
using the 2-torus reduction of the 6D Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet invariant.
Finally, we recall that the 6D two-derivative supergravity admits supersymmetric black
strings and black rings with AdS3 near horizon geometry. Using the results presented in
this paper, one can extend those results to include the leading higher-derivative corrections.
Upon circle reductions, the 6D solutions give rise to black holes, black strings and black
rings in 5D supergravities. The recent work [131] has made an attempt to systematically
analyze the geometry of black hole solutions in the presence of supersymmetric curvature
squared terms. Their work utilized off-shell curvature squared invariants based on the
standard-Weyl multiplet which are different from the curvature squared invariants coming
from the reduction of the 6D invariants. However, on physical grounds, the different
formulations of the curvature squared invariants should yield the same physical quantities
for the same solution. Therefore, it might be worthwhile to carry out this comparison
in more detail. Due to the close relation between 6D and 5D, one can also look for the
6D analog of the non-renormalisation theorem for 6D black string entropy. For 5D black
string with AdS3 near horizon geometry, the non-renormalisation theorem ensures that the
entropy of such objects does not receive corrections from terms with more than 4-derivatives
(see [132] for a review and references therein). Eventually, for a better understanding of the
microstates underlying the black strings, it is indispensable to embed the 6D solution into
10D string theory. In fact, such an embedding is not unique and may lead to interesting
physics regarding the apparent different 10D descriptions of the same 6D solutions. We
leave these interesting problems for future investigation.
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A Conformal superspace identities
In this appendix we collect results about conformal superspace in the traceless frame of
[64] that are of importance for this paper.
The Lorentz generators act on the superspace covariant derivatives ∇A = (∇a,∇iα) as
[Mab,Mcd] = 2ηc[aMb]d − 2ηd[aMb]c , (A.1a)
[Mab,∇c] = 2ηc[a∇b] , (A.1b)
[Mα
β,∇kγ ] = −δβγ∇kα +
1
4
δβα∇kγ , (A.1c)
where Mα
β = −14(γab)αβMab. The SU(2)R and dilatation generators obey
[J ij , Jkl] = εk(iJ j)l + εl(iJ j)k , [J ij ,∇kα] = εk(i∇j)α , (A.1d)
[D,∇a] = ∇a , [D,∇iα] =
1
2
∇iα . (A.1e)
The Lorentz and SU(2)R generators act on the special conformal generators K
A = (Ka, Sαi )
as
[Mab,K
c] = 2δc[aKb] , [Mα
β, Sγk ] = δ
γ
αS
β
k −
1
4
δβαS
γ
k , [J
ij , Sγk ] = δ
(i
k S
γj) , (A.1f)
while the dilatation generator acts on KA as
[D,Ka] = −Ka , [D, Sαi ] = −
1
2
Sαi . (A.1g)
Among themselves, the generators KA obey the only nontrivial anti-commutation relation
{Sαi , Sβj } = −2iεij(γ˜c)αβKc . (A.1h)
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The algebra of KA with ∇A is given by
[Ka,∇b] = 2ηabD+ 2Mab , (A.1i)
[Ka,∇iα] = −i(γa)αβSβi , (A.1j)
{Sαi ,∇jβ} = 2δαβ δjiD− 4δjiMβα + 8δαβJij , (A.1k)
[Sαi ,∇b] = −i(γ˜b)αβ∇βi +
1
10
Wbcd(γ˜
cd)αγS
γ
i −
1
4
Xαi Kb
+
[1
4
(γ˜bc)
α
βX
β
i +
1
2
(γbc)β
γXγi
βα
]
Kc . (A.1l)
The anticommutator of two spinor derivatives, {∇iα,∇jβ}, has the following non-zero
torsion and curvatures
T iα
j
β
c = 2iεij(γc)αβ , (A.2a)
R(M)iα
j
β
cd = 4iεij(γa)αβW
acd , (A.2b)
R(S)iα
j
β
k
γ = −
3
2
εijεαβγδX
δk , (A.2c)
R(K)iα
j
βc = iε
ij(γa)αβ
(
1
4
ηacY −∇bWabc +WaefWcef
)
. (A.2d)
The non-zero torsion and curvatures in the commutator [∇a,∇jβ] are:
Ta
j
β
γ
k = −
1
2
(γa)βδW
δγδjk , (A.3a)
R(D)ajβ = −
i
2
(γa)βγX
γj , (A.3b)
R(M)a
j
β
cd = iδ[ca (γ
d])βγX
γj − i(γacd)γδXjβγδ + 2i(γa)βγ(γcd)δρXjργδ , (A.3c)
R(J)a
j
β
kl = 2i(γa)βγX
γ(kεl)j , (A.3d)
R(S)a
j
β
k
γ = −
i
4
(γa)βδ Yγ
δjk +
3i
20
(γa)γδYβ
δjk − i
8
(γa)βδ∇γρW δρεjk
+
i
40
(γa)γδ∇βρW δρεjk − i
8
(γa)δ εβρτγW
δρW τεjk , (A.3e)
R(K)a
j
βc =
i
4
(γc)βγ∇aXγj − i
4
(γacd)γδ∇dXjβγδ +
i
3
(γa)βδ(γcd)ρ
γ∇dXjγδρ
− i
8
(γa)βγ(γc)δρW
γδXρj +
5i
12
(γa)βρ(γc)γW
γδXjδ
ρ
+
i
4
(γa)γρ(γc)βW
γδXjδ
ρ − i
2
(γa)γρ(γc)δW
γδXjβ
ρ . (A.3f)
The commutator of two vector derivatives, [∇a,∇b], has the following non-vanishing torsion
and curvatures:
Tab
γ
k = (γab)β
αXαk
βγ , (A.4a)
R(M)ab
cd = Yab
cd =
1
4
(γab)γ
α(γcd)δ
βYαβ
γδ , (A.4b)
R(J)ab
kl =
1
2
(γab)δ
γYγ
δkl = Yab
kl , (A.4c)
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R(S)ab
k
γ = −
i
3
(γab)δ
α∇γβXkαβδ −
i
6
(γabc)αβ∇cXkγ αβ −
i
6
εγβρ(γab)δ
ρWαβXkα
δ , (A.4d)
R(K)abc =
1
4
∇dYabcd + i
3
Xkα
βγXβk
αδ(γabc)γδ + i(γab)
α(γc)γδX
k
α
βγXβk
δ
+
i
4
XαkXβk
γδ(γab)γ
β(γc)αδ . (A.4e)
Remember that the descendant superfields Xαi, Xαi
βγ , Y , Yα
βkl (and equivalently Yab
kl),
Yαβ
γδ (and equivalently Yab
cd), were defined in (2.6) and (2.7).
By using (2.5) and the previous definitions, one can derive the following relations for
the descendant superfields of the super-Weyl tensor:
∇iαXβj = −
2
5
Yα
βij − 2
5
εij∇αγW γβ − 1
2
εijδβαY , (A.5a)
∇iαXjβγδ =
1
2
δ(γα Yβ
δ)ij − 1
10
δ
(γ
β Yα
δ)ij − 1
2
εijYαβ
γδ − 1
4
εij∇αβW γδ
+
3
20
εijδ
(γ
β ∇αρW δ)ρ −
1
4
εijδ(γα ∇βρW δ)ρ , (A.5b)
∇iαY = −2i∇αβXβi , (A.5c)
∇kγYαβij =
2
3
εk(i
(
− 8i∇γδXj)α βδ − 4i∇αδXj)γ βδ + 3i∇γαXβj) + 3i δβγ ∇αδXδj)
− 3i
2
δβα∇γδXδj) − 3i εαγδW βδXj) + 4i εαγρW δXj)δ βρ
)
, (A.5d)
∇lYαβγδ = −4i∇(αX lβ)γδ +
4i
3
δ
(γ
(α∇β)ρX lδ)ρ +
8i
3
δ
(γ
(α∇|ρ|X lβ)δ)ρ + 8i δ(γ ∇ρ(αX lβ)δ)ρ
−4i
3
W ρσ δ
(γ
(αεβ)στX
l
ρ
δ)τ − 8i ερσ(αW ρ(γX lβ)δ)σ . (A.5e)
These relations define the Q-supersymmetry transformations of the descendant superfields
of the super-Weyl tensor. Their S-supersymmetry transformations are instead given by
the following relations [63]:
Sαi X
βj =
8i
5
δjiW
αβ , Sαi X
j
β
γδ = −iδji δαβW γδ +
2i
5
δji δ
(γ
β W
δ)α , (A.6a)
SγkYα
βij = −δ(ik
(
16Xj)α
γβ − 2δβαXγj) + 8δγαXβj)
)
, (A.6b)
Sρj Yαβ
γδ = 24
(
δρ(αXβ)j
γδ − 1
3
δ
(γ
(αXβ)j
δ)ρ
)
, Sαi Y = −4Xαi . (A.6c)
The descendant superfields also satisfy the following indentities
∇δ(αXiδβγ) = W δ(αXiδβγ) , (A.7a)
∇γ(αYβ)γij = 0 , ∇γ(αYγβ)ij = 8iXγ(iXj)γ αβ , (A.7b)
∇δ(αYβγ)δ = 0 , ∇δ(αYδβγ) = 24iXk δ(αXδkβγ) − 8iXkρ δ(αδβXδkγ)ρ . (A.7c)
We conclude by underlining that, compared to the frame chosen in [63], the superspace
geometry in the traceless frame described in this appendix is simply given by the following
redefinition of the vector derivative
∇a → ∇a −WabcMbc + 3i
8
(γa)αβX
αjSβj −
1
8
Y Ka +
1
2
∇bWabcKc − 1
2
Wa
efWefcK
c . (A.8)
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Here on the left hand side ∇a is the vector derivative of [63] while the operator on the right
hand side is the vector covariant derivatives in the traceless frame of [64], which we used
everywhere in the paper, defined in terms of the vector derivative of [63].
B Useful descendant components of the composite gauge 3-form (5.17)
For the composite gauge 3-form (5.17), in this appendix we collect the descendant compo-
nents relevant for the derivation of the invariant (5.19). They are
Λαa
i = 43(γa)αβ
(
2
15Yγ
βijχγj −XγjδβYδγij
)
+ 4(γa)βγ
(
Xαj
δβYδ
γij − 115Yαβijχγj
)
+ 245(γa)αβDχ
βi + 8(γa)βγX
i
δ
βYα
δγ + 2(γa)βγ
(∇δW βδXiαγ − 43W βδ∇δXiαγ)
+ 2(γa)αβ
(∇γδW γXiβδ − 215W βγ∇γδχδi)
+ 4(γa)βγ
(
1
15∇αδ(W βδχγi)− 43W β∇αδXiγδ −∇αδW βXiγδ
)
+ 43(γa)βγεαδρ
(
2W σδW βXiσ
γρ + 15W
βδW γχρi
)
, (B.1a)
and
Cab = (γb)αβ
(
1
8(γacd)γδ∇cWαγ∇dW βδ − 23(γac)δW γα∇cYγδβ − (γac)δ∇cW γαYγδβ
)
+ 12(γc)αβ
(
(γab)
δ∇cW γαYγδβ − (γabd)γδWαγ∇c∇dW βδ + 34(γabd)γδ∇cWαγ∇dW βδ
)
+ 4i(γabc)γδ∇cXαiβγXiβαδ − 16i45 (γabc)βγ∇cXαiβγχαi − 4i15(γabc)βγ∇cχαi Xiαβγ
+ 14i225(γabc)αβ∇cχαi χβi + 145ηabD2 + 115(γabc)αβ∇c(DWαβ)
+ 12ηab
(
1
4∇αβWαγ∇γδW βδ −Wαγ∇αβ∇γδW βδ
)
+ (γ(a)αβ
(
Wαγ∇b)∇γδW βδ + 14∇b)Wαγ∇γδW βδ
)
+ (γa)αβ(γb)γδ
(− 12WαγW βδ − 58∇cWαγ∇cW βδ + 215DWαγW βδ +W ρWαγYρβδ)
− (γ˜a)γδ(γb)αβYγραYρδβ + (γa)αβ
(
4i∇bXγiδαXiδγβ + 2i75∇bχαi χβi
)
+ (γc)αβ
(− 8iηab∇cXγiδαXiδγβ − 4i(γab)γ∇cXγiδαXiδβ + 8i45(γab)δγ∇cXγiαδχβi
− 4i15(γab)δγ∇cχαi Xiγβδ − 22i225ηab∇cχαi χβi
)
+ (γb)αβ
(− 4i3∇aXγiδαXiδγβ + 2i75∇aχαi χβi − 28i3 (γac)δ∇cXγiαδXiγβ
+ 4i(γac)
γ∇cXγiδαXiδβ − 16i45 (γac)δγ∇cXγiαδχβi
+ 8i15(γac)δ
γ∇cχαi Xiγβδ
)
− 16(γab)σρεγδρWαγW σδ∇αβW β + 512ηabYαβijYβαij + 14(γab)γαYαβijYβγij
+ (γac)σ
ρ(γb)αβεγδρ
(
1
2W
αγW βδ∇cW σ − 13WαγW σδ∇cW β
)
+ εαβγδ
(
4i
3 (γab)σ
δW αXi
ρβXiρ
σγ + 2i5 (γab)ρ
δW αXi
ρβχγi
)
+ 16εαβγδερστ
(
ηabW
αW βρW γσW δτ − (γab)λτW λαW βW γρW δσ
)
+ 13(γa)αβ(γb)γδ
(
2WαW γρ∇ρW βδ +WαγW β∇ρW δρ − 2WαγW δ∇ρW βρ
)
+ (γa)αβ(γb)γδ
(
16i
3 W
αγXi
ρβXiρ
δ − 12iW αXiργXiρβδ + 44i3 W γXiραXiρβδ
− 20i3 W ρXiαγXiρβδ − 8i5 WαγXiβδχi − 22i45 W αXiβγχδi
+ 14i45 W
γXi
αδχβi + 2i75W
αγχβi χ
δi
)
+ 12(γa)αβ(γb)γδερστW
αW βρW γσW δτ + 20i3 (γ˜a)
ρ(γb)αβ∇γδXiαγXiρβδ
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− 14(γ˜a)γδ(γb)αβYγαijYδβij . (B.1b)
Inserting the expression for Ba
ij , eq. (5.17), and its corresponding descendants Λαa
i and Cab
presented in this appendix into the action principle (3.22), one can obtain the action (5.19)
together with all the fermionic terms that complete the new supersymmetric invariant
described in subsection 5.3.
C Full bosonic terms of the invariant (7.8)
In this appendix we present the full bosonic contribution to the new higher-derivative
locally superconformal invariant constructed in section 7. In a general gauge and conformal
supergravity background, up to fermionic terms, the completion of the Lagrangian (7.8)
reads
e−1Lnew−linear = − 1
12
L
1
2D − 1
20
L
1
2D2 +
1
64
L−
3
2EaEaD − 1
24
L−
3
2DLijLij
+
1
192
L−
3
2D(∇aLij)∇aLij + 1
128
L−
7
2DLijLkl(∇aLij)∇aLkl
+
15
32
L−
3
2LijLklY abijYabkl − 5
16
L−
3
2Lij2Lij +
5
32
L−
7
2LijLkl(Lij)Lkl
+
5
32
L−
3
2 (Lij)Lij +
5
32
L−
7
2LijLkl(∇a∇bLij)∇a∇bLkl − 15
64
L−
3
2 (∇a∇bLij)∇a∇bLij
+
15
256
L−
7
2EaLij(∇aLik)Ljk − 15
64
L−
7
2EaLij(∇bLik)∇a∇bLjk
− 105
256
L−
7
2Lij(∇aEb)(∇aLik)∇bLjk − 105
256
L−
11
2 EaLijLkl(∇aLip)(∇bLjp)∇bLkl
+
5
64
L−
3
2EaEa +
25
128
L−
3
2 (∇aEb)∇aEb − 35
1024
L−
7
2EaEaL
ijLij
− 15
512
L−
7
2EaEbLij∇a∇bLij − 15
512
L−
7
2Ea(∇aEb)Lij∇bLij
− 155
512
L−
7
2Ea(∇bEa)Lij∇bLij + 35
256
L−
11
2 EaEaL
ijLkl(∇bLij)∇bLkl
− 275
4096
L−
7
2EaEa(∇bLij)∇bLij + 105
2048
L−
11
2 EaEbLijLkl(∇aLij)∇bLkl
− 105
2048
L−
7
2EaEb(∇aLij)∇bLij − 45
16384
L−
7
2 (EaEa)
2
+
35
64
L−
7
2LijLkl(∇aLij)∇aLkl − 5
32
L−
3
2 (∇aLij)∇aLij
− 25
64
L−
11
2 LijLklLpq(∇aLij)(∇aLkl)Lpq − 25
256
L−
7
2Lij(∇aLij)(∇aLkl)Lkl
+
155
512
L−
7
2Lij(∇aLkl)(∇aLkl)Lij − 65
128
L−
11
2 LijLklLpq(∇aLij)(∇bLkl)∇a∇bLpq
+
85
128
L−
7
2Lij(∇aLij)(∇bLkl)∇a∇bLkl + 5
256
L−
7
2Lij(∇aLkl)(∇bLkl)∇a∇bLij
+
15
64
L−
3
2T−abcEa∇bEc + 15
32
L−
3
2LijY abij∇aEb + 15
16
L−
3
2Lij(∇aLik)∇bY abjk
+
105
256
L−
7
2EaYabijL
ijLkl∇bLkl − 45
128
L−
3
2Y abijEa∇bLij
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− 45
256
L−
7
2T−abcEaLij(∇bLik)∇cLjk − 165
256
L−
7
2LijLklY abij(∇aLkp)∇bLlp
− 45
128
L−
3
2Y abij(∇aLik)∇bLjk − 15
8
L
1
2 (∇aT−acd)∇bT−bcd +
15
32
L−
3
2EaLijT−abcY
bc
ij
+
15
256
L−
3
2EaE
bT−acdT−bcd −
15
32
L−
3
2T−acdT−bcdLij∇a∇bLij
+
45
128
L−
7
2T−acdT−bcdL
ijLkl(∇aLij)∇bLkl − 45
128
L−
3
2T−acdT−bcd(∇aLij)∇bLij
+
15
32
L−
3
2LijT−abcYabik∇cLjk − 15
16
L−
3
2LijT−acd(∇aLij)∇bT−bcd
− 15
32
L
1
2T−acdT−bcdT
−
aefT
−bef +
165
512
L−
15
2 LijLklLpqLrs(∇aLij)(∇aLkl)(∇bLpq)∇bLrs
− 135
256
L−
11
2 LijLkl(∇aLij)(∇aLkl)(∇bLpq)∇bLpq
+
5
1024
L−
11
2 LijLkl(∇aLij)(∇aLpq)(∇bLpq)∇bLkl
+
1005
4096
L−
7
2 (∇aLij)(∇aLij)(∇bLkl)∇bLkl
− 325
2048
L−
7
2 (∇aLij)(∇aLkl)(∇bLkl)∇bLij
+ fermions . (C.1)
D Different 6D N = (1, 0) notation and conventions
In this appendix we describe the differences between our notation and conventions, based
on [63, 64], and the ones used in [48] and [70]. By using the map between notations
described here the reader can rewrite the results of our paper in the notation of [48] and
[70].
Throughout our paper we have used chiral four-component spinor notation while in
[48, 70] eight-component spinor notation is used. To translate our results, the reader should
first reinterpret our formulae using eight component spinors. According to appendix A of
[63], our 8× 8 Dirac spinors Ψ and matrices Γa are
Ψ =
(
ψα
χα
)
, Γa =
(
0 (γ˜a)αβ
(γa)αβ 0
)
, Γ∗ =
(
δαβ 0
0 −δβα
)
, (D.1)
where Γ∗ obeys Γ[aΓbΓcΓdΓeΓf ] = εabcdefΓ∗. Similarly, there is a direct relation between
γa1···an , γ˜a1···an and Γa1···an := Γ[a1Γa2 · · ·Γan] since a product of chiral γs are straightfor-
wardly lifted to a product of Dirac Γs. For example, the eight component spinor generators
of the 6D N = (1, 0) superconformal algebra are Qi =
(
0
Qiα
)
and Si =
(
Sαi
0
)
. Simi-
larly, all the (anti)chiral spinor fields are straightforwardly lifted to eight components, such
that, e.g. ψm
α
i Q
i
α → ψ¯miQi, φmiαSαi → φ¯miSi. To map our results to the notation of
[48] and [70], the reader should then use the table 1. This table shows how our gamma
matrices, generators of the superconformal group, connections, curvatures, fields of matter
multiplets, etc, described in the first column, should be replaced with the terms in the
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Our notation Bergshoeff et al. [48] Coomans & Van Proeyen [70]
ηab, εabcdef , Γa, Γa1···an , · · · δab, iεabcdef , −iγa, (−i)nγa1···an , · · · ηab, −εabcdef , −iγa, (−i)nγa1···an , · · ·
Pa, K
a, Qi, Si Pa, K
a, −2Qi, 2Si Pa, Ka, −2Qi, 2Si
Mab, Jij , D −2Mab, 2Uij , D −Mab, −Uij , D
em
a, ψm
i, Vmij , bm eµa, ψµi, 12Vµij , bµ, eµa, ψµi, −Vµij , bµ,
ωm
ab, φm
i −ωµab, φµi + 160γµχi −ωµab, φµi + 160γµχi
fma fµa − eµa
(
1
240δabD − 18T−a cdT−cdb
)
fµa − eµa
(
1
240ηabD − 18T−a cdT−cdb
)
∇a Dˆa + 160χiγaSi +
(
1
240δabD − 18T−a cdT−cdb
)
Kb Da + 160χiγaSi +
(
1
240ηabD − 18T−a cdT−cdb
)
Kb
T−abc, χ
i, D T−abc, χ
i, D T−abc, χ
i, D
R(P )ab
c = R(D)ab = 0 Rˆ(P )abc = Rˆ(D)ab = 0 Rˆ(P )abc = Rˆ(D)ab = 0
R(J)ab
ij , R(Q)ab
i 1
2Rˆ(U)ab
ij , 12Rˆ(Q)abk +
1
60γabχk −Rˆ(U)abij , 12Rˆ(Q)abk + 160γabχk
R(M)ab
cd −Rˆ(M)abcd − 130Dδ
[c
a δ
d]
b − T−abfT−fcd −Rˆ(M)abcd − 130Dδ
[c
a δ
d]
b − T−abfT−fcd
R(S)abi
1
2Rˆ(S)ab
k − 160γ[aDˆb]χk + 19600T−abcγcχk 12Rˆ(S)abk − 160γ[aDb]χk + 19600T−abcγcχk
R(K)abc
[
Rˆ(K)abc +
1
120ηc[aDˆb]D + 2T
−
c
deDˆ[aT
−
b]de
[
Rˆ(K)abc +
1
120ηc[aDb]D + 2T−c deD[aT−b]de
+ 11440χ
i
(
γ[aRˆ(Q)b]ci − 7γcRˆ(Q)abi
)
+ 11440χ
i
(
γ[aRˆ(Q)b]ci − 7γcRˆ(Q)abi
)
+ 1900χ
iγabcχi
]
+ 1900χ
iγabcχi
]
bmn, σ, ψi, Habc Bµν , σ, −2ψi, (F+abc + 2σT−abc) Bµν , σ, −2ψi, Fˆ (B)abc
vm, Λ
i, Xij , Fab −12Wµ, −iΩi, −12Y ij , −12 Fˆ (W )ab −12Wµ, −iΩi, −12Y ij , −12 Fˆ (W )ab
bmnpq L
ij , ϕi, Ha, L Eµνρτ L
ij , ϕi, Ea,
1√
2
L Eµνρτ L
ij , ϕi, Ea,
1√
2
L
Table 1: Different notation and conventions
Traceless frame Bergshoeff et al. [48] Coomans & Van Proeyen [70]
ξi, η
i, λa 12εi,
1
2η
i, ΛaK
1
2εi,
1
2η
i, λaK
Table 2: Transformation parameters for δQ + δS + δK
second and third columns to match the notation and conventions of [48] and [70], respec-
tively. This table can be obtained by using results of appendix A of [64] which describes
in general how to change frames for the local gauging of the superconformal algebra.
Note also that our definitions of local superconformal transformations are different
from the ones of [48] and [70]. If we restrict only to δQ + δS + δK transformations, it can
be then shown that the differences between our notation and the ones of [48] and [70] only
amount to a simple rescaling of the local parameters ξi, η
i and λa as described in table 2.
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